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Abstrat
Using the ation priniple we rst review how linear density pertur-
bations (sound waves) in an Eulerian uid obey a relativisti equation:
the d'Alembert equation. This analogy between propagation of sound
and that of a massless salar eld in a Lorentzian metri also applies to
non-homogeneous ows. In these ases, sound waves eetively prop-
agate in a urved four-dimensional aousti metri whose properties
are determined by the ow. Using this analogy, we onsider regular
ows whih beome supersoni, and show that the aousti metri be-
haves like that of a blak hole. The analogy is so good that, when
onsidering quantum mehanis, aousti blak holes should produe
a thermal ux of Hawking phonons.
We then fous on two interesting questions related to Hawking
radiation whih are not fully understood in the ontext of gravita-
tional blak holes due to the lak of a theory of quantum gravity. The
rst onerns the alulation of the modiations of Hawking radia-
tion whih are indued by dispersive eets at short distanes, i.e.,
approahing the atomi sale when onsidering sound. We general-
ize existing treatments and alulate the modiations aused by the
propagation near the blak hole horizon. The seond question onerns
bakreation eets. We return to the Eulerian ation, ompute se-
ond order eets, and show that the bakreation of sound waves on
the uid's ow an be expressed in terms of their stress-energy tensor.
Using this result in the ontext of Hawking radiation, we ompute the
seular eet on the bakground ow.
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1 Introdution and summary
Aording to General Relativity blak holes are spaetime regions where the gravitational
eld is so strong that even light is unable to esape. It is indeed against all expetations
inluding his own that Hawking disovered in 1974 [1, 2℄ that blak holes are no longer
blak when Quantum Mehanis is taken into aount. More preisely he showed that
they thermally radiate (photons, neutrinos, gravitons, ...) with a temperature inversely
proportional to their mass. This disovery had a major impat on theoretial physis.
On a general level, Hawking radiation (HR in the following) nds its origin in the
ombination of the three pillars of physis as presently understood, namely Speial Rel-
ativity (with the speed of light c as fundamental onstant), Quantum Field Theory (the
relativisti version of Quantum Mehanis bringing ~), and General Relativity (the metri
and relativisti theory of gravity bringing Newton onstant G). This triple origin an be
seen in the expression for the temperature of a (unharged and unrotating) blak hole of
mass M
κBTH =
1
2π
~c3
4GM
, (1)
where κB is Boltzmann onstant.
An experimental detetion of HR would therefore be of great importane. However,
for a solar mass Blak Hole (BH in the following), the temperature is only TH ≃ 6×10−8K.
This is muh below the Cosmi Mirowave Bakground temperature ≃ 2.7K. Hene there
is no hope to detet HR from astronomial BHs whih result from a gravitational ollapse,
sine these should be more massive than the Chandrasekar mass (∼ 3Msun) [3℄.
Nevertheless, there is still hope to detet HR. First, light BHs ould have been pro-
dued in the early universe [4, 5℄. If their mass is smaller than 1015gr, their size would
be of the order of one Fermi, and they will have enough time to explode in the present
epoh at the end of the evaporation proess aused by the HR. The assoiated burst of
radiation would possess spei properties whih ould be deteted in osmi radiation
[6, 7℄. Unfortunately it is improbable to nd suh BHs if the universe underwent a period
of ination, as presently indiated by osmologial data (see for example [8℄). Indeed,
ination would dilute them away like any other pre-existing population of objets. More-
over there seems to be no eient mehanism to produe them after ination has stopped.
Finally, at present, there is no observational evidene for exesses of radiation whih ould
be interpreted as the bursts of radiation emitted during the last stage of the evaporation
proess. Nevertheless, the researh in observational data is still urrently ative, see e.g.
[9℄.
Perhaps a more promising experimental possibility of deteting HR, albeit indiret,
arises from the astonishing analogy between light propagation in a urved spaetime and
sound propagation in a (non-uniformly) moving uid [10℄, or more generally, wave prop-
agation in non-homogeneous ondensed matter systems [11℄. Indeed this analogy works
so well that aousti Blak Holes (i.e. the region where sound is trapped) should emit
a thermal ux of phonons for the same reasons that gravitational BHs emit HR. This
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analogy is the entral topi of this review artile. Its preise ontent will be explained
later. For the moment we further disuss the various ramiations of HR beause this
presentation illustrates the usefulness of the analogy.
On one hand, HR solved the paradoxial aspets related to the proposal [12℄ made by
Bekenstein in 1972 aording to whih blak holes should possess an entropy proportional
to the horizon area. Indeed the properties of Hawking Radiation onrm that blak holes
obey the laws of Thermodynamis and those of Statistial Mehanis (in fat not only BH
possess thermodynamial properties but all event horizons in General Relativity, see e.g.
[13℄). In a sense, HR is a neessity ditated by the seond priniple of thermodynamis
in the presene of horizons. We mention this aspet beause it provides a rst indiation
that HR should not rely on the details of the underlying fundamental theory, sine its
existene an be inferred by a thermodynamial argument.
On the other hand, HR has raised, and it is still raising, new onepts and new ques-
tions whih onern intriguing (and poorly understood) aspets of spae time dynamis,
suh as the mirosopial origin of thermodynamis of horizons in the presene of gravity.
In fat, the very existene of HR poses deep questions onerning Quantum Gravity and
the validity of its semi-lassial treatment based on quantum elds propagating in a las-
sial xed bakground metri. It is this treatment whih has been so far used to derive
HR (see however [14, 15, 16℄). Among the questions raised by HR, two shall be disussed
in this artile, in the light of the analogy with ondensed matter systems. The rst one is
related to the ourrene of very high frequenies. This question is generally referred to
as the trans-Plankian problem, and it has played an important role in the development
of the above mentioned analogy [17, 18, 19℄. The seond issue onerns the bakreation
eets, i.e. the onsequenes on the bakground metri indued by the non-linearities of
the dynamial equations [20, 21℄.
1.1 Topis
We rst give the basis of the kinematial analogy between gravitational BH and soni BH.
Then we explain why an aousti BH should also emit HR, and how the trans-Plankian
question is addressed in the aousti framework, knowing that the notion of aousti
wave eases to exist when reahing the atomi sale. Finally we disuss the bakreation
eets due to HR in the aousti setting. Let us add that these last two setions should be
onsidered as two rst steps of a more ambitious program: to understand how to formulate
bakreation eets at a deeper level when the mirosopi struture of the uid (or that
of spae-time) is taken into aount.
1.1.1 Near horizon propagation and Hawking Radiation
It should be rst stressed that both HR and the ourrene of very high frequenies result
from the kinematial properties governing eld propagation near a horizon. Therefore
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these eets are not tied to BHs, nor even to General Relativity, but to near horizon
propagation in general. When propagating bakwards in time the eld ongurations
giving rise to HR, there is a blue shift eet whih grows without bound as the horizon is
approahed. Expliitly one nds
Ω(r) ∝ ω
1− rh/r , (2)
where r − rh is the distane from the horizon, ω the asymptoti frequeny, and Ω(r) the
frequeny measured by freely falling observers rossing the horizon. This boundless growth
results from the absene of a Ultra-Violet (UV) sale whih ould stop it. This absene
is itself a diret onsequene of Relativity: when studying elds obeying a relativisti
eld equation, their propagation in the near horizon geometry is governed by a simplied
and universal equation whih is sale invariant, the mass and the spin of the eld having
dropped out. This universal behavior guarantees that all elds are subjet to HR, but
also, ommitantly, that no UV sale ould possibly stop the blue-shifting eet of Eq. (2).
This boundless growth is kinematial in the sense that it follows from the properties
of outgoing null geodesis, whih are the harateristis of the relativisti eld equation.
These harateristis hug the horizon, on both sides, aording to
x = r − rh = x0 ek(t−t0)/c , (3)
where k is the so-alled surfae gravity of the horizon, and t is a time oordinate simply
related to proper time at rest and far away from the hole. For a blak hole of mass
M , k = c4/4GM = c2/2rh (for an aousti blak hole, k is governed by the gradient
of the veloity of the uid evaluated at the horizon and t is the laboratory time). As
we shall see in the text, this exponential behavior will be assoiated, both for aousti
and gravitational BHs, to the logarithmi singularity on the horizon of stationary modes.
Moreover, in both ases, the regularity of the quantum state aross the horizon implies
the existene of HR with a temperature
κBTH =
~k
2πc
, (4)
where c is the speed of light for gravitational BHs or the speed of sound for aousti BHs.
The important message is that there is a universal relationship between the harateristis
obeying Eq. (3), the singular behavior of stationary modes subjet to Eq. (2), and the
existene of HR with a temperature given by Eq. (4) as a manifestation of regularity of
the quantum state aross the horizon.
1.1.2 The trans-Plankian question
The boundless growth of Eq. (2) is questionable [17, 22℄ both for aousti and gravita-
tional BHs. In the seond ase, this is beause it has been obtained from quantum (test)
elds propagating in a lassial (passive) gravitational bakground. In other words, Eq.
(2) follows from the impliit assumption that the quantum dynamis of gravity an be
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negleted, an a priori good approximation for large BHs for whih the urvature and the
temperature are far from the Plank sale.
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However, given the boundless growth, this
approximation is questionable sine the Plank sale is rossed in a logarithmially short
time in the unit of (k/c)−1 = 10−5sec for a solar mass BH.2 Therefore it is not unrea-
sonable to assume that quantum gravitational eets will prevent the boundless growth
of frequenies, thus invalidating the semi-lassial treatment. However, if this aspet of
the physis is not orretly desribed by this treatment, shouldn't we also question the
existene and the properties of Hawking radiation, whih have been derived using these
approximate settings ?
In the absene of a manageable theory of Quantum Gravity, no systemati analysis an
be performed to settle this question (see [23, 25, 24℄ for attempts and for referenes). It is in
this rather hopeless situation that the analogy with phonon propagation near an aousti
horizon is useful. The reason for this is rather simple. At low frequeny, the analogy
between photon propagation in a given gravitational bakground and phonon propagation
in an aousti metri is perfet: in both ases the quantum eld obeys the d'Alembert
equation. Therefore, if the aousti metri possesses an event horizon, one expets to nd
a thermal emission of Hawking phonons. However, when reahing the moleular sale dc
(a short distane with respet to the harateristi length sale κ−1 = (k/c2)−1), phonon
propagation is modied and no longer desribed by the d'Alembert equation. Indeed, in
uids, there is a UV regime (for wavelenghts smaller than dc), in whih the phonons are
desribed by a non-linear dispersion relation, whih breaks the Lorentz symmetry whih
emerges at low frequeny.
1.1.3 Two lessons from Aousti BHs
This breakdown of Lorentz symmetry raises the interesting question of whether HR will
be modied, given that Hawking phonons emerge from ongurations with wavelength
reahing the moleular sale. The outome of the analysis is that HR is robust [18, 19℄.
That is, to leading order in the parameter κdc ≪ 1, the properties of HR, thermality and
stationarity, are preserved. From this we learn the rst lesson: the properties of HR are
not tied to the relativisti (sale invariant) mode equation.
Besides this robustness, there is another important lesson whih is delivered by the
analogy. One noties that the unbounded growth of frequenies assoiated with Eq. (2)
is exeptional, in that it is found only for the relativisti dispersion relation ω2 = c2p2.
1
The Plank urvature is dened as l−2P , where lP =
√
G~/c3 = 1.616× 10−33cm, and
the Plank temperature as EP /κB , where EP =
√
~c5/G = 1.221 × 1019GeV .
2
One might question this statement sine one an think that one an avoid large fre-
quenies by a judiious hoie of oordinates. However this is not the ase: the gravita-
tional tree-level sattering amplitude between an outgoing wave and an infalling one is a
salar, and grows boundlessly when approahing the horizon as Ω(r) does it in Eq. (2)
[23, 24℄.
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For all non-linear dispersion relations, the new UV sale pc = 1/dc eetively uts o the
growth of frequenies. This generi behavior raises doubts about the validity, not on the
existene of HR, but on the free eld dispersion relation ω2 = p2, used to haraterize eld
propagation in the near horizon region [26℄, see also [27℄ for a broad audiene presentation
of this point. Indeed the use of this relation amounts to assume that no UV sale would
modify the two-point orrelation funtion when taking into aount short distane eets.
1.1.4 Bakreation eets on aousti metris
It should be emphasized that HR has been derived from a linearized treatment, in whih
the urved metri entered only as a passive bakground. However, in a full treatment,
the degrees of freedom of the metri (or those at the origin of the metri) should also be
treated dynamially and quantum mehanially. The rst step to inlude the bakreation
is lear and rather standard. It orresponds to the usual seular eets, whih our to
seond order in perturbation theory. These seular eets appear lassially and quantum
mehanially, both for gravitational BHs and for the aousti BHs. It is therefore of
value to ompare how these inuene both kinds of systems sine, a priori, the analogy
works only at the kinematial level. Indeed, the evolution of a gravitational blak hole is
determined by Einstein equations, whereas the dynamis of a soni blak hole is governed
by hydrodynamial equations.
1.1.5 Plan of the paper
The paper is organized as follows.
In setion 2 we desribe the lassial propagation of sound waves in inhomogeneous uid
ows. This provides the formal struture whih governs the hydrodynamial-gravitational
analogy.
In setion 3 we reall the basis features of quantum eld theory in a urved metri.
In setion 4 we show how HR emerges when an aousti BH forms.
In setion 5 the trans-Plankian question is addressed when taking into aount the mod-
iation of the dispersion relation at short distane.
Setion 6 is devoted to the study of the bakreation on the uid ow due to the energy
momentum tensor of the quantum phonon eld.
In setion 7 we onlude with some remarks.
To further appreiate the analogies and the dierenes between the gravitational and hy-
drodynamial ases, we have added for non-expert readers an extended Appendix wherein
we review the major features of BHs in General Relativity.
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2 Sound waves in inhomogeneous ow
As disussed in the Introdution, Hawking Radiation is not related to the dynamis of
the urved metri. One may therefore expet to nd HR in dierent physial ontexts
whenever the propagation of a quantum eld is similar to that in a BHmetri. The simplest
example is provided by a uid whose motion beomes supersoni in some region. In a
seminal work, dated 1981 [10℄, Unruh showed that sound waves in this system propagate
exatly as light does in a blak hole metri. For reviews on this topi we refer to [28, 29, 30℄.
In this setion we analyze how this result is obtained from a linearized treatment. We
then study the next order eets (bakreation).
2.1 The ation priniple
The ation priniple onstitutes the most straightforward way to derive the equations of
motion of a system (Euler-Lagrange equations) and the onservation laws assoiated to
its symmetries (by making use of Noether theorem). This proedure an also be applied
to uid mehanis.
Let us onsider a uid whih is irrotational (i.e. the veloity ~v an be expressed as gradient
of a potential ψ) and homentropi (i.e. the pressure P is a funtion of the density ρ only).
In the absene of external fores, the Eulerian equations of motion for this uid an be
derived from the ation [31, 32, 33℄
S = −
∫
d4x
[
ρψ˙ +
1
2
ρ(~∇ψ)2 + u(ρ)
]
, (5)
where u(ρ) is the internal energy density and a dot means derivative with respet to
newtonian time t.
Variation of S with respet to ψ gives the ontinuity equation
ρ˙+ ~∇ · (ρ~v) = 0 , (6)
with ~v = ~∇ψ. Variation of S with respet to ρ yields Bernoulli equation
ψ˙ +
1
2
~v2 + µ(ρ) = 0 , (7)
with µ(ρ) ≡ du
dρ
. The gradient of the Bernoulli equation gives the Euler equations
~˙v + (~v · ~∇)~v + 1
ρ
~∇P = 0 , (8)
where the pressure P =
∫
ρdµ.
The invariane of the ation under translations
ψ(xi) → ψ(xi − ai) ,
ρ(xi) → ρ(xi − ai) , (9)
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leads, through Noether theorem, to the momentum onservation law
∂t(ρvi) + ~∇ · (~vvi) + ρ∂iµ = 0 , (10)
or, equivalently,
∂t(ρvi) + ∂jΠij = 0 , (11)
where Πij = ρvivj + δijP is the momentum ux tensor and ρvi the momentum density.
Finally, the invariane of the ation under resaling of the veloity potential, ψ → ψ + α,
brings again the ontinuity equation (6).
2.2 The Aousti Metri
To obtain the propagation of sound waves, we expand the ation S up to quadrati order in
the linear utuations ρ1 and ψ1 around some bakground onguration ρ0 and ψ0. This
onguration desribes the mean ow, namely a solution of the (unperturbed) equations
of motion (6, 7). Therefore, the linear terms in ρ1 and ψ1 drop out, and one has
S = S0 + S2 , (12)
where
S2 = −
∫
d4x
[
ρ1ψ˙1 +
c2
2ρ0
ρ21 +
1
2
ρ0(~∇ψ1)2 + ρ1~v · ~∇ψ1
]
. (13)
In the latter equation, we have introdued the speed of sound c, whih is dened by
c2 = ρ dµ
dρ
∣∣∣
ρ0
. For simpliity, in this paper we shall onsider c = const.
One an eliminate ρ1 in favor of ψ1 by using the ρ1 equation of motion
ψ˙1 + ~v0 · ~v1 + c
2
ρ0
ρ1 = 0 , (14)
and nd
S2 = −
∫
d4x
[
1
2
ρ0(~∇ψ1)2 − ρ0
2c2
(ψ˙1 + ~v · ~∇ψ1)2
]
. (15)
This ation gives the evolution equation for the perturbation of the veloity potential ψ1:
−∂t
[ ρ0
2c2
(∂tψ1 + ~v0 · ~∇ψ1)
]
+ ~∇ ·
{
~v0
[
−ρ0
c2
(∂tψ1 + ~v0 · ~∇ψ1)
]
+ ρ0~∇ψ1
}
= 0 . (16)
Eqs. (14) and (16) desribe the propagation of linear utuations, i.e. sound waves.
The ruial point for us is that Eq. (16) an be rewritten in a four dimensional
notation as
∂µ(f
µν∂νψ1) = 0 , (17)
where
fµν ≡ ρ0
c2
(
−1 −vi0
−vi0 c2δij − vi0vj0
)
. (18)
Moreover, if we set
fµν =
√−ggµν , (19)
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then Eq. (17) orresponds to the d'Alembert equation in the urved metri desribed by
gµν [10, 34, 35℄, namely
1√−g ∂µ(
√−ggµν∂νψ1) ≡ gψ1 = 0 . (20)
Similarly, the ation S2 of Eq. (15) an be rewritten as
S2 = −1
2
∫
d4x
√−ggµν∂µψ1∂νψ1 . (21)
One an also introdue the ovariant "aousti metri" gµν , whih is the inverse of g
µν
and reads
gµν ≡ ρ0
c
(
−(c2 − v20) −~vT0
−~v0 1
)
, (22)
where 1 is the identity 3x3 matrix. The orresponding "aousti line element" is
ds2 ≡ gµνdxµdxν = ρ0
c
[
−(c2 − ~v20)dt2 − 2δijvi0dxjdt+ δijdxidxj
]
. (23)
In brief, aording to Eq. (20), sound waves propagation oinides with the propaga-
tion of a minimally oupled massless salar eld in the urved spaetime desribed by the
aousti metri gµν .
3
Unlike the partiles onstituting the uid, whih see spaetime as
Galilean and at,
4
sound waves propagate in a four dimensional urved metri gµν (the
origin of the urvature is rooted to the non homogeneity of the ow, see [11℄). As we shall
see in the following subsetion, this implies that sound propagates along the null geodesis
of gµν exatly as light moves along the null geodesis of spaetime. This analogy between
propagation of sound waves and propagation of massless radiation in a gravitational eld
allows to translate, using the language of dierential geometry, geometrial features of
General Relativity into the hydrodynamial model.
It should be also noted that the three dimensional spatial setions t = const. of the
aousti metri gµν are onformally at. When onsidering an inward radial ow, the
aousti metri gµν resembles to that of a Shwarzshild metri expressed in the so-alled
Painlevé-Güllstrand (PG) oordinates, for whih the spatial setions are also at (see Eq.
(199) in the Appendix C). Note that the resemblane is up to an overall onformal fator
3
The general ation for a non-interating salar eld φ propagating in a urved spae-
time has the form [36℄
S = −
∫
d4x
√−g
[
1
2
gµν∂µφ∂νφ− m
2
2
φ2 + ξR
]
(24)
where m is the mass of the eld, and ξ measures the non-minimal oupling to the Rii
salar. Eq. (21) orresponds to the minimal oupling massless ase, namely m = ξ = 0.
4
Note that in [37℄ Monrief started with a four dimensional relativisti spae (at or
urved), onsidered a relativisti ow and derived the equations for the linear perturba-
tions. In this ase as well, one nds that the equations of motion are governed by a four
dimensional "aousti metri".
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whih, as well known from dierential geometry, leaves unhanged the equations yielding
the null geodesis. Hene, in our ase, the onformal fator does not aet the propagation
of sound waves [3, 35℄.
2.3 Geodesis from geometri aoustis
In this setion, we translate in the aousti setting the derivation of the geodesi equations
of General Relativity given in [3℄ and in Appendix A.
Let λ be the typial wavelength of sound waves and L the typial length over whih the
amplitude and the wavelength of the waves vary. Geometri aousti is valid whenever
λ≪ L.
Foussing on waves that are highly monohromati in a region
<∼ L, we split the veloity
potential ψ1 into a rapidly hanging real phase S and a slowing varying amplitude a
ψ1 = ℜ{aeiS} . (25)
Introduing the wave vetor Kµ = ∂µS, sound rays are urves normal to the onstant
phase surfae S = onst. The dierential equations for sound rays is dxµ/ds = Kµ where
s is a parameter. Using Eq. (20), one gets
gµνK
µKν = 0 , (26)
i.e. Kµ is a null vetor. After ovariant dierentiation of the equation above, one an
show that Kµ satises the geodesi equation (see Eq. (174) in Appendix A). Thus, sound
propagates along the null geodesis of the four dimensional aousti metri (22).
It is interesting to re-express the above equation in a 3 dimensional language. Ex-
panding the null ondition, and using the Newtonian time in plae of s, we get
gµνK
µKν = gµν
dxµ
dt
dxν
dt
=
= ρ
c
[
−(c2 − ~v20)− 2δijvi0 dx
j
dt
+ δij
dxi
dt
dxj
dt
]
= 0 . (27)
This equation implies that ∣∣∣∣d~xdt − ~v0
∣∣∣∣ = c , (28)
where the norm is taken in Eulidean spae. This is the usual (non-relativisti) equation
desribing sound propagating with veloity c with respet to the medium moving with
veloity ~v0.
2.4 Pseudo energy-momentum tensor
The energy-momentum tensor is best dened as the funtional derivative of the relevant
ation with respet to the bakground metri (see for example [38℄). In the ase at hand,
two metris are at our disposal: the real Minkowski spaetime metri and the aousti
metri dened in Eq. (22). Dierentiation with respet to the former leads to the real
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energy and momentum (see Eq. (11)), while dierentiation with respet to the aousti
metri leads to the so alled pseudo energy-momentum tensor (for a detailed disussion
see [33℄).
Writing the ation S2 in terms of the aousti metri as in Eq. (21), the pseudo
energy-momentum tensor for the utuations is
Tµν = − 2√−g
δS
δgµν
= ∂µψ1∂νψ1 − 1
2
gµν∂
αψ1∂αψ1 . (29)
Its ovariant omponents read
Ttt = ψ˙
2
1 − (c
2 − v20)
2c2
[
(ψ˙1 + ~∇ψ1 · ~v0)2 − c2(~∇ψ1)2
]
,
Tti = ψ˙1∂iψ1 − v
i
0
2c2
[
(ψ˙1 + ~∇ψ1 · ~v0)2 − c2(~∇ψ1)2
]
,
Tij = ∂iψ1∂jψ1 +
1
2c2
δij
[
(ψ˙1 + ~∇ψ1 · ~v0)2 − c2(~∇ψ1)2
]
. (30)
Beause of the invariane of S2 under dieomorphisms, this tensor satises the "ovariant"
onservation law
1√−g ∂µ
(√−gT µα)+ ΓαµλT µλ = 0 , (31)
where the onnetion oeients Γαµν are dened as
Γαµν =
1
2
gαβ (gµβ,ν + gνβ,µ − gµν,β) . (32)
To appreiate the dierene between the true energy-momentum tensor and T µν , as de-
ned by Eqs. (30), and to understand the meaning of Eq. (31), one should note that for
our system there are two distint operations whih an be alled "translation" in the (say)
z-diretion:
a. the uid, together with any disturbane on it, is translated in the z-diretion;
b. the uid itself is left xed, while the disturbanes are translated in the z-diretion.
The rst operation is a symmetry of the ation provided the bakground spae is ho-
mogeneous. The assoiated onserved quantity is the true newtonian momentum
∫
d3xρ~v.
Operation b instead is a symmetry only when both the bakground spae and the uid
are homogeneous. In this ase the Γαµν vanish sine the aousti metri is onstant and
Eq. (31) yields the onservation of pseudo energy-momentum.
In the general ase, Γαµν 6= 0 and Eqs. (31) desribe how in an inhomogeneous ow eld
energy and momentum are exhanged between the waves and the mean ow [33℄.
2.5 Aousti blak holes
As we have seen in subsetion 2.3, sound propagates along the null geodesis of the aousti
metri gµν of Eq. (22). The latter shows deep resemblanes with the Painlevé-Güllstrand
form of the Shwarzshild metri (see Appendix C Eq. (199)).
For simpliity, we shall not onsider radial ows with spherial symmetry. We onsider
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instead linear ows in the z diretion, and assume no dependene on the perpendiular
diretions x and y. We shall also restrit our attention to the null geodesis whih are
parallel to the ow, i.e. dx = dy = 0. Aording to Eq. (27), those obey
0 =
ρ
c
[−(c2 − v2)dt2 − 2vdzdt+ dz2] . (33)
When supposing that v < 0, i.e. the uid moves from right to left, the sound waves
propagating downstream follow
dz
dt
= v − c , (34)
whereas the sound waves propagating upstream obey
dz
dt
= v + c . (35)
Now, if the uid motion beomes supersoni, the surfae |v| = c separates the up-
stream null geodesis into two lasses. In the region where the motion is subsoni |v| < c,
upstream waves an propagate to the right (
dz
dt
> 0 in Eq. (35)). Instead, in the region
where the motion is supersoni, upstream propagating waves are dragged by the uid mo-
tion to the left (
dz
dt
< 0 in Eq. (35)). The surfae of the uid where |v| = c represents the
soni horizon. It an be rossed only by downstream propagating sound waves. Inside this
surfae, i.e. in the supersoni region, sound annot esape: it is trapped by the supersoni
motion of the uid in the same way as light is trapped inside the horizon of a blak hole
by the gravitational eld. For these reasons, it is appropriate to all this onguration an
aousti blak hole or a dumb hole [10℄ (dumb = unable to speak).
For stationary ows one an introdue null oordinates x±
x− = c
(
t−
∫
dz
c+ v
)
,
x+ = c
(
t+
∫
dz
c− v
)
. (36)
Thus, upstream (outgoing) waves follow x− = const., whereas downstream ones (ingoing)
follow x+ = const.
A diagram representing the propagation of these waves is given in Fig. 1. One should
appreiate the strit resemblane between this diagram and the one depiting the behavior
of light rays in the Shwarzshild blak hole geometry (see Fig. 5 in Appendix C).
It is interesting to further analyze the behavior of the geodesis in the near horizon region,
beause it determines the properties of Hawking radiation when studying quantum eets.
In the near horizon region one an develop the (stationary) veloity prole as
v(z) = −c+ cκ(z − zh) +O(z − zh)2 , (37)
where zh is the loation of the soni horizon and we have introdued κ whih is given by
κ = k/c2, where k is the "surfae gravity" of the soni horizon, dened as [10, 34℄
k = −1
2
d(c2 − v2)
dz
∣∣∣∣
zh
. (38)
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=const. x −
x + =const. 
t
z
Figure 1: Propagation of sound waves in an aousti BH. Families of in-
falling (downstream) x+ = const. and outgoing (upstream) x− = const. null
geodesis are depited. The vertial axis is the laboratory time t, and the
horizontal one is the z axis. The uid is aelerating and owing towards
the left. It beomes supersoni at z = zh whih is represented by the thik
vertial line, the horizon. On its left upstream propagating waves are swept
away by the supersoni ow and propagate inwards.
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Inserting the near horizon expression of v(z) in Eq. (35), one sees that outgoing
geodesis (x− = const.) leave the horizon following an exponential law governed by κ
z(t)− zh = Cecκt . (39)
This implies that the frequeny (measured in the rest frame of the atoms) of an outgoing
sound wave emitted near the soni horizon will suer an exponential Doppler shift
Ω(t) ∼ Ω0e−cκt , (40)
as it esapes from the hole. (The proof will be given in subsetion 4.2.2, see Eq. (99)).
Comparing these expressions with those of a radiation eld in a gravitational blak hole
metri (Eqs. (195, 197) in Appendix C) one veries that there is a omplete analogy
between light propagation in blak hole geometry and sound propagation in an aousti
blak hole geometry. This should no longer be a surprise sine the eld ations and the
metris are idential.
2.6 De Laval nozzle
Gravitational blak holes are formed by the ollapse of very massive objets (M
>∼ 3Msun).
Soni blak holes on the other hand do not require suh extreme onditions for their
realization. They an be formed by manipulating laboratory size systems.
A simple realization is provided by a onverging-diverging nozzle, alled a de Laval nozzle,
well known in jets engine engineering (see for ex. [39℄). It is shematially depited in
Fig. 2. The uid ows from right to left and the nozzle is pointing along the z-axis. Let
the ross setion area be A(z). We assume that the transverse veloities (in the x and y
diretion) are small with respet to the veloity along the nozzle axis (i.e. z). We have
then a quasi one dimensional ow whih we further assume to be stationary.
In this ase the ontinuity equation yields
ρ(z)A(z)v(z) = D , (41)
where D is a onstant. The Euler equation (8) reads
v
dv
dz
+
c2
ρ
dρ
dz
= 0 . (42)
By dierentiating Eq. (41) to eliminate ρ in Eq. (42), we obtain
A′
A
=
v′
v
(
v2 − c2
c2
)
. (43)
where a prime
′
means derivative with respet to z. For subsoni ows (i.e. |v| < c) the
veloity dereases as the area inreases and vie versa as everyday experiene tells us. At
the waist of the nozzle (say z = 0), A′ = 0 and therefore v′ = 0.
Suppose the uid starts from z = +∞ with some veloity, say v+∞. The veloity inreases
through the onverging nozzle (i.e. A′/A < 0, v′/v > 0) reahing the maximum value
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Figure 2: A de Laval nozzle. As explained in the text, it is possible to set
the system to have a regular ow that is subsoni on one side of the waist
and supersoni on the other. The aousti metri assoiated with this ow
is that of a one-dimensional blak hole whose null geodesis are represented
in Figure 1. The soni horizon (|~v| = c) is loated at the waist of the nozzle.
|v0| < c at the waist, and then dereasing to the value v−∞ along the diverging part of
the nozzle (A′/A > 0, v′/v < 0).
The piture hanges ompletely when the motion is adjusted to beome supersoni. From
Eq. (43) one sees that the transition from subsoni to supersoni ow an our only
at the waist of the nozzle (unless the aeleration vv′ diverges when |v| = c, whih we
onsider as unphysial). Flowing along the divergent part of the nozzle (z < 0) the uid
inreases its veloity sine, for |v| > c, A′ and v′ have the same sign in Eq. (43). This
non intuitive behavior is a well known feature of supersoni uid motion. The inrease
of veloity is assoiated with a derease in the density (and pressure) in the supersoni
region (z < 0).
The above uid onguration therefore orresponds to that of a soni blak hole with the
soni horizon loated at the waist of the nozzle z = 0. The trapped region is the supersoni
region (|v| > c) on the left of the waist.
When the veloity of sound is onstant, the nozzle equation (43) an be immediately
integrated yielding for the aousti blak hole onguration
A =
c
|v|AHe
(v2−c2)/2c2 , (44)
where AH is the area of the waist of the nozzle, and where integration onstants are hosen
suh that for A = AH we have v = −c. It is interesting to ompare this with the subsoni
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solution (|v| always < c). In that ase, one has
A =
v0
|v|AHe
(v2−v20)/2c2 . (45)
In both ases, the Bernoulli equation gives
v2
2
+ c2 ln
ρ
ρ0
= 0 , (46)
i.e.
ρ = ρ0e
−v2/2c2 , (47)
where the relation µ = c2 ln ρ/ρ0, following from the onstany of c, has been used.
The aeleration of the partiles of the uid is given by a = vv′. In terms of this parameter
the nozzle equation (43) an be rewritten as [34℄
a =
v2c2
c2 − v2
A′
A
, (48)
and on the horizon (using de l'Hopital rule) we have
aH = c
2
√
A′′
A
∣∣∣∣∣
H
. (49)
This denition oinides in our ase (c = const.) with the surfae gravity dened in Eq.
(38).
We have seen that the ne tuning ondition A′ = 0 fores the aousti horizon to form
and remain exatly at the waist of the nozzle. The ow will in fat self-adjust to satisfy
this ne tuning whih keeps the aeleration nite at the aousti horizon. On the other
hand, in presene of an external fore F entering Euler equations (8), the nozzle equation
(43) gets modied, namely
A′
A
=
v′
v
(
v2 − c2
c2
)
− F
ρc2
. (50)
The horizon loation now satises the equation A′/A|H = −F/(ρc2)|H and does not
oinide in general with the waist of the nozzle.
Finally, the formation of a soni blak hole an be obtained by a ontinuous deforma-
tion of the veloity prole. Starting from an initial subsoni onguration, desribed in
Eq. (45), one obtains the blak hole onguration desribed in Eq. (44) by lowering the
pressure in the exhaust region (large negative z). This evolution is depited in Fig. 3 (see
[40℄).
2.7 Bakreation of sound waves
Beause of the non-linearity of the hydrodynamial equations, linear perturbations will
bakreat on the mean ow. The dominant eet is the seular hange that they indue.
The bakreation of the waves on the underlying uid an be evaluated following the same
16
tz
Figure 3: Spaetime diagram representing the formation of a soni blak
hole. The solid line denotes the soni horizon. At late times, the aousti
metri oinides with the stati one of Fig. 1 as indiated by the trajetories
followed by outgoing null geodesis.
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proedure used to alulate the bakreation due to the gravitational waves in General
Relativity, as it an be seen from Appendix B and [3℄. One writes the physial quantities
whih desribe the uid as a term desribing the mean ow plus a utuation, i.e.
ψ = ψB + ψ1 ,
ρ = ρB + ρ1 . (51)
The subsript B stands for bakreation, i.e. these quantities inlude the bakreation of
the waves. The funtions ρ1 and ψ1 are linear in ǫ, where ǫ is a dimensionless parameter
whih haraterizes the amplitude of the perturbations. The ontinuity and Bernoulli
equations are then expanded to order ǫ2
ρ˙B + ρ˙1 + ~∇ · [(ρB + ρ1)(~vB + ~v1)] = 0 , (52)
ψ˙B + ψ˙1 +
1
2
(~vB + ~v1)
2 + µ(ρB) +
∂µ
∂ρ
∣∣∣∣
ρB
ρ1 +
1
2
∂2µ
∂ρ2
∣∣∣∣
ρB
ρ21 = 0 . (53)
Sine ρB and ~vB ontain terms of order ǫ
2
only, the terms linear in ǫ must vanish, thus:
ρ˙1 + ~∇ · (ρB~v1 + ρ1~vB) = 0 , (54)
ψ˙1 + ~vB · ~v1 + c
2
ρB
ρ1 = 0 . (55)
As we have seen in subsetion 2.2, these lead to the wave equation for a massless salar
eld ψ1. The novelty is that now the d'Alembert operator g is evaluated in the mean
aousti metri determined by ρB and vB .
From Eq. (22), we have
gBµν ≡ ρB
c
(
−(c2 − v2B) −~vTB
−~vB 1
)
. (56)
Taking into aount Eqs. (54, 55), the mean ow (ρB, vB) satises the bakreation
equations Eqs. (52, 53) without the linear terms in ǫ:
ρ˙B + ~∇ · (ρB~vB) + ~∇ · (ρ1~v1) = 0 , (57)
ψ˙B +
1
2
~v2B + µ(ρB) +
1
2
~v21 − c
2
2ρB
ρ21 = 0 . (58)
There is an elegant way to rewrite these equations in terms of the four dimensional
pseudo energy-momentum tensor of the utuations (see Eq. (29)), now evaluated with
respet to the mean aousti metri gBµν . We rst note that
ρ1v
i
1 = −ρBc2 (ψ˙1 + ~vB · ~v1)v
i
1
= −ρB
c2
(Tti + v
j
BTij) =
√
−gBT 0i , (59)
and
1
2
v21 − c
2
2ρB
ρ21 = −12
ρB
c
T , (60)
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where T = gαβB Tαβ is the trae of the pseudo energy momentum tensor. Then Eqs. (57,
58) beome
ρ˙B + ~∇ · (ρB~vB) + ∂i(
√
−gBT 0i ) = 0 , (61)
ψ˙B +
1
2
~v21 + µ(ρB)− 12
ρB
c
T = 0 . (62)
Taking the gradient of Eq. (62) one obtains the Euler equation whih determines the
dynamis of the mean ow
~˙vB + ~vB · ~∇~vB + 1
ρ
~∇PB − 1
2
~∇
(ρB
c
T
)
= 0 . (63)
Notie that if c 6= const. extra terms will appear in Eq. (62, 63).
There is yet another onept whih should be introdued. One often deals with an en-
semble (stohasti or quantum) of utuations rather than with a single superposition of
utuations. Then, to write the bakreation equations for the mean ow, one should
replae Tµν in the above equations by its expetation value 〈Tµν〉 in the ensemble under
onsideration. These expetation values are funtions of ρB, vB through Eqs. (54, 55),
therefore Eqs. (61, 62) are indeed the dynamial equations governing the evolution of the
mean elds ρB, vB , in the Hartree-Fok approximation.
In onlusion, one sees that the ontinuity equation reeives a ontribution from the
pseudo momentum density, while the Bernoulli equation gets a ontribution to µ propor-
tional to the four dimensional trae of the pseudo energy momentum tensor.
3 Quantum Field Theory in urved spaetime
As we have seen the propagation of sound waves in a non homogeneous uid ow orre-
sponds to that of a massless salar eld in a urved spaetime desribed by the aousti
metri. Hene quantization of these sound waves should be disussed within the frame-
work of QFT in urved spaetime (see e.g. [36℄). We outline here this proedure.
We start by realling the anonial quantization of a salar eld φ in Minkowski spaetime
in the Heisenberg representation, where the metri tensor is ηµν in artesian oordinates.
The ation of φ is
S = −1
2
∫
d4x ηµν∂µφ∂νφ . (64)
Hene φ satises the massless KleinGordon (KG) equation
φ = ηµν∂µ∂νφ = 0 . (65)
To quantize φ, it is appropriate to separate the positive and negative frequeny solutions
with respet to the Minkowski time t. That is, one writes the operator φ as
φ(t, ~x) =
∑
i
[aiui(t, ~x) + a
†
iu
∗
i (t, ~x)] , (66)
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where
∂
∂t
uj(t, ~x) = −iωjuj(t, ~x) , ωj > 0 . (67)
The positive frequeny solutions ui(t, ~x) and their omplex onjugates form a omplete
orthonormal basis with respet to the KleinGordon inner produt dened as
(f1, f2) = −i
∫
d3~x (f1∂tf
∗
2 − f∗2 ∂tf1) , (68)
where f1 and f2 are solution of the KG equation. The Fok spae is onstruted from the
vauum state |0〉 annihilated by the destrution operators ai
ai|0〉 = 0 . (69)
The one-partile states are obtained by ating with the reation operators a†i on this
vauum. Similarly, the many-partile states are onstruted by ating repeatedly with the
reation operators.
Choosing as the orthonormal basis the plane wave modes
u~k ≡
1√
16π3wk
e−iwkt+i
~k·~x , (70)
where wk = |~k|, the ommutation relations for the reation and annihilation operators are
[a~k, a
†
~k′
] = ~δ3(~k − ~k′) , (71)
[a~k, a~k′ ] = 0 = [a
†
~k
, a†~k′ ] . (72)
This proedure an be extended to urved spaetimes desribed by a metri tensor
gµν . The ation for a minimally oupled massless salar eld propagating in a urved
spaetime is given by Eq. (24) and the eld equation reads gφ = 0, where g is the
d'Alembert operator in the metri gµν .
In the anonial quantization proedure, a ruial dierene with respet to at spaetime
is that in urved spaetime there is no global denition of time and, therefore, there is
no natural splitting of modes between positive and negative frequeny solutions. Dier-
ent hoies of positive frequeny solutions lead, in general, to dierent denitions of the
vauum state [36℄.
When there is a timelike vetor eld ξµ leaving invariant the spaetime metri, one reovers
a notion of positive frequeny solutions:
ξµ∇µuj = −iωjuj , wj > 0 . (73)
When the spaetime is not stationary, one looses the above riterium to dene a single
set of positive frequeny modes. However, when the spaetime possesses asymptoti sta-
tionary regions in the past and in the future, two sets of positive frequeny modes an be
dened. Let us all uini the orthonormal set of positive frequeny modes in the remote
past. We an then expand the eld φ as
φ =
∑
i
[aini u
in
i + a
in†
i u
in∗
i ] . (74)
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Similarly, let uouti denote the set of positive frequeny modes in the late future. The
orresponding expansion for our eld is then
φ =
∑
i
[aouti u
out
i + a
out†
i u
out∗
i ] . (75)
Eah set of modes denes its own vauum state: |in〉 and |out〉 respetively. They are
dened by
aini |in〉 = 0, ∀i , (76)
and
aouti |out〉 = 0, ∀i . (77)
Considering our quantum eld to be in the in vauum state |in〉 (i.e. a state with
no partiles in the past), the point is to investigate the physial eets indued by the
time dependene of the bakground metri at late times, when the geometry has settled
down again to a stationary onguration. In general, the state |in〉 will be not pereived
as a vauum state by partile detetors situated at late time. These detetors will indeed
reat to the presene of out quanta. To quantify these eets it is suient to ompute
the Bogoliubov transformation whih relates the two sets of modes [36℄.
Sine both sets of modes are omplete, one an always expand modes (and operators)
of one set in terms of those of the other set:
uoutj =
∑
i
(αjiu
in
i + βjiu
in∗
i ) ,
aoutj =
∑
i
(α∗jia
in
i − β∗jiain †i ) . (78)
These relations are the Bogoliubov transformations and the matries αij , βij are alled
Bogoliubov oeients. They are dened by the overlaps
αij = (u
out
i , u
in
j ) , βij = −(uouti , uin∗j ) , (79)
where ( , ) denotes the KleinGordon produt extended to urved spaetime
(f1, f2) = −i
∫
Σ
dΣµ(f1∂µf
∗
2 − f∗2 ∂µf1) . (80)
The symbol Σ designates a Cauhy hypersurfae for the d'Alembert operator. The dif-
ferential dΣµ = dΣnµ, where dΣ is the volume element and nµ is a future direted unit
normal vetor to Σ.
The non-vanishing harater of the βij oeients in Eq. (78) means that the positive
frequeny modes uinj are not positive frequeny in the out region. This implies that the
vauum state |in〉 ontains out quanta. Indeed, using Eq. (78), the mean oupation
number of the ith out quanta, Nouti ≡ aout†i aouti , is
〈in|Nouti |in〉 =
∑
j
|βij |2 . (81)
Hawking radiation is an appliation of this result. In that ase, the dierene between the
|in〉 and |out〉 vaua is a onsequene of the formation of the blak hole.
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4 Hawking radiation in aousti blak holes
4.1 Introdution
Given the equivalene between the ation governing massless radiation propagating in a
blak hole geometry and that of sound waves in an aousti blak hole geometry, one
expets, when sound waves are quantized, to obtain Hawking radiation in the form of a
thermal emission of phonons when a soni hole forms [10℄. We shall outline here how this
result is obtained, giving a more detailed derivation in the next setion.
The phonon eld ψ1 is quantized exatly like the massless salar eld φ in the former
setion. Its dynamis is governed by the ation of Eq. (21) and it obeys the usual
ommutation relations.
Let the aousti metri gµν be the one assoiated to the ow (from right to left) of
a uid in a de Laval nozzle, as disussed in setion 2.5. Suppose the initial onguration
(t → −∞) orresponds to a stationary subsoni ow. In this ase, the normal modes
of the eld are asymptotially plane waves e−iΩx
+/c
, e−iΩx
−/c
, where x± are dened in
Eqs. (36). The former modes propagate downstream, from right to left, and are Doppler
shifted to shorter wavelengths when the veloity of the ow inreases. The latter propagate
upstream, from left to right, and are Doppler shifted to larger wavelengths in the same
situation. Both modes are positive frequeny with respet to the Newtonian time t, and
stay positive frequeny as long as the ow stays stationary and subsoni.
Expanding the eld in this basis, one denes the in vauum |in〉 whih ontains no quanta
(i.e. no phonons) at t = −∞.
Now suppose that the veloity prole varies till an aousti horizon develops, and
then settles so as to engender a stationary blak hole geometry of the form desribed by
Eq. (22). When the horizon forms, the modes propagating upstream separate into two
lasses, as learly seen in Figure 3. Those on the left of the horizon remain trapped in
the supersoni region. Instead those on the right sueed in esaping the hole and suer
a Doppler shift whih beomes innite, as one might guess from Eq. (40). Just before
the formation of the horizon, one an show that the Doppler shift exponentially inreases.
This means that an initial plane wave of frequeny Ω behaves at late time and far away
from the horizon as e−iΩX
−
, where X− sales as
X− ∝ −e−κx− (82)
with k = c2κ the surfae gravity of the soni horizon.
These distorted modes are no longer positive frequeny with respet to the time t. In other
words there is a non-trivial (β 6= 0) Bogoliubov transformation between these in modes
and the stationary out modes ∼ e−iωt of positive frequeny ω. When evaluating these
Bogoliubov oeients, one obtains, following Hawking [2℄, that the mean oupation
density (i.e. per unit frequeny and per unit time) of outgoing asymptoti quanta obeys
the Plank distribution:
〈in|Noutω |in〉 = 1
e~ω/κBTH − 1 , (83)
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where
κBTH =
~k
2πc
. (84)
An estimate for the order of magnitude of this temperature gives (see Visser's ontribution
in [30℄)
TH = 1.2 × 10−6Kmm
[
c
1km/sec
] [
1
c
∂(c− v)
∂z
]
. (85)
For the ase of a supersoni ow of water through a 1mm waist we have TH ∼ 10−6K,
while for liquid Helium TH ∼ 10−4K. In the ase of Bose-Einstein ondensates this
temperature is ∼ 10nK, whih is not so low if ompared with the usual ondensate
temperature ∼ 100nK (see [41℄).
4.2 Formal derivation
4.2.1 Introdution
We give a detailed derivation of the Hawking Radiation in aousti blak holes in the usual
relativisti way [42, 43℄ in a manner whih on one hand reveals the essential ingredients
of this radiation, and on the other hand will show why the properties of HR are robust
when using a nontrivial dispersion relation whih breaks Lorentz invariane.
In order to keep the disussion as simple as possible, we shall adopt several simpliations
whih do not aet the key features of HR.
As in setion 2.6, we assume the aousti blak hole is desribed by a quasi one-
dimensional ow of the uid along the axis of the nozzle (the z axis). The orresponding
aousti metri is
ds2 =
ρ
c
[−c2dt2 + (dz − vdt)2 + dx2 + dy2] , (86)
where the relevant variables, v ≡ vz and ρ, depend only on t and z.
In this metri, the phonon eld ψ is desribed by the ation, see Eq. (21),
S =
1
2
∫
d4xρ
{[
(∂t + v∂z)
c
ψ
]2
− (∂zψ)2 − (∂xψ)2 − (∂yψ)2
}
. (87)
HR arises from the near horizon propagation of the modes of the quantum eld ψ. In this
region (z− zh ≪ 1/κ) ρ varies smoothly, so we approximate it as a onstant in the sequel.
This approximation implies negleting of the potential barrier assoiated to a varying ρ
whih auses an elasti sattering of the modes. This would redue the asymptoti ux,
sine the transmission oeient aross the barrier is smaller than unity, without aeting
the very essene of HR. From now on, we shall work with a resaled eld φ =
√
ρψ.
For further simpliity, we shall onsider only waves that do not depend on the trans-
verse variables x, y. (A transverse momentum an be easily inluded as it will be onserved
and will at as a mass square in the equation for the longitudinal part of the modes). In
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brief we shall study the solution of the redued two-dimensional equation obtained from
Eq. (87), namely [
(∂t + ∂zv(t, z))(∂t + v(t, z)∂z)− c2∂2z
]
φ(t, z) = 0 . (88)
In the next subsetion we study the stationary ase wherein v does not depend on time.
This is in antiipation to the fat that Hawking Radiation is a stationary proess.
4.2.2 The stationary modes
Beause of time translational invariane, it is appropriate to deompose the salar eld as
φ(t, z) =
∫ ∞
0
dω
(
φω(z)e
−iωt + h.c.
)
. (89)
The stationary modes φω(z) obey, see Eq. (88),
(ω + i∂zv)(ω + iv∂z)φω = −c2∂2zφω . (90)
The solutions are orthonormalized by the Klein-Gordon inner produt
〈φω|φω′〉 =
∫
dz
[
φ∗ω(ω
′ + iv∂z)φω′ − φ∗ω′(ω + iv∂z)φω
]
. (91)
The simplied equation (90) possesses a two dimensional onformal invariane. This is
reeted in the orthonormalized solutions, whih are partiularly simple:
φω,± =
1√
2ω2π
exp(iω
∫
dzg±(z)) , (92)
where
g±(z) =
1
v(z)± c .
5
(93)
In antiipation to the situation where we shall use non-trivial dispersion relations, let us
relate g to the Hamilton Jaobi (HJ) ation S, a solution of gµν∂µS∂νS = 0, see Eq.
(26). As we shall see lassial onsiderations phrased in the HJ language are useful to
understand what is modied and what is not when using a non-trivial dispersion relation.
When onsidering solutions at xed energy ω, the HJ ation obeys the equivalent of
Eq. (90):
(ω − v∂zS)2 = c2(∂zS)2 . (94)
Hene the relation between g and S is
S±(z) = ω
∫ z
dz g±(z) . (95)
These two ations desribe outgoing + and infalling − null radial geodesis. Expliitly
these are obtained from S by onsideringW = S−ωt and requiring thatW be independent
5
To make ontat with Eqs. (36), note that x± = ct± c ∫ dzg∓. Therefore e−iωtφ∓ =
e−iωx
±/c/
√
2π2ω.
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of ω. The geodesis are obtained as the lous of stationary phase upon building wave
pakets in ω (the geometrial approximation).
It is of interest to expliitly onsider the behavior of stationary modes in the near
horizon region, wherein v an be aurately approximated by Eq. (37). In the linear
regime,
S+(z) =
ω
cκ
ln(z − zH) . (96)
This logarithmi behavior weighted by the frequeny in the unit of the surfae gravity is
the key feature haraterizing the phase of (outgoing) modes when approahing a (future)
horizon. On one hand, at the lassial level, ∂ωW = 0 gives t−t0 = ln(z−zH)/cκ, i.e., the
exponential law of Eq. (3) and Eq. (39). On the other hand, this logarithm implies that
the asymptoti outgoing modes of Eq. (92) are singular on the horizon and only dened
for z > zH .
Hene to obtain a omplete set of outgoing modes whih overs both sides of the
horizon, one should introdue a new set of outgoing modes living inside the horizon. We
shall all them trapped modes. A onvenient basis of these modes is provided by the
mirror reeted solutions of the outside solutions:
φ∗ω,trap = θ(zH − z)× 1√
2ω2π
exp(i
ω
cκ
ln(zH − z)) , (97)
where θ is the Heaviside funtion. These modes have been omplex onjugated, beause
they have a negative KG norm when ω is positive. In the Dira language they would de-
sribe holes, i.e., in seond quantization, they must be assoiated with reation operators.
The origin of the sign ip of the KG inner produt an be seen from Eq. (91): inside the
horizon, the sign of p = −i∂z ips when ating on ln |z − zH |.
One should also notie that the logarithmi behavior of modes implies that the loal
value of the longitudinal momentum p behaves as
p = ∂zS+ =
ω
cκ
1
z − zH = p0 e
−cκ(t−t0) . (98)
The growth of p as 1/(z − zH) oinides with the growth of frequenies of stationary out-
going modes of Eq. (92) as measured in the uid's atoms frame. Indeed this z dependent
frequeny is
Ω(z) ≡ ω − v(z) p = cp = ω
κ
1
z − zH . (99)
The rst equality gives the relationship between the stationary laboratory frequeny and
that in the omoving frame. The seond equality follows from the dispersion relation Eq.
(94). It is interesting to point out that Eq. (99) also appears in the ontext of gravitational
BHs, see Eq. (2). In that ase it gives the relationship between the stationary asymptoti
frequeny ω and the frequeny measured by a free falling observer in the near horizon
region. With these remarks we have ompleted the list of lassial properties governing
outgoing propagation in this region.
Unlike what we just obtained for the outgoing modes, the infalling modes, the −
solutions of Eq. (92), are regular and over both sides of the horizon.
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In summary, having a omplete set of stationary modes, whih over both sides, we
an deompose the eld operator as
φ = φ− + φ+
φ− =
∫ ∞
0
dω (aω,− φω,− e
−iωt + h.c.)
φ+ = φoutg + φtrap
φoutg =
∫ ∞
0
dω (aω,outg φω,+ e
−iωt + h.c.)
φtrap =
∫ ∞
0
dω (a†ω,trap φ
∗
ω,trap e
−iωt + h.c.) . (100)
In the rst line we have deomposed the operator into its infalling − and outgoing part +.
In the third line, we have split the + part into the operators whih live outside and inside
the horizon respetively. The three families of destrution operators aω,−, aω,outg, aω,trap
annihilate the out vauum at late time. The Hawking ux will be generated by the ation
of reation operators a†ω,outg.
4.2.3 The vauum state resulting from a ollapse
To obtain the Hawking ux, we now turn to the seond aspet of the alulation, namely
the identiation of the state of the eld whih results from the formation of a soni blak
hole starting in the late past with a subsoni uid onguration when initially no quanta
were present. This state is usually alled the in vauum, a denomination we shall use.
To be able to relate this state to states with a denite partile ontent built with
the a†ω operators ating on the out vauum, we need to onsider a metri whih desribes
a blak hole formation. Sine we shall be interested only in the late time behavior of
Hawking radiation, we an hoose the simplest model to desribe it. Indeed, any other
regular way to form the same asymptoti metri will dier from this one by transient
eets governing the outset of Hawking radiation. The regularity of the proess ensures
that these transients fade out exponentially fast in time in the units of 1/cκ.
The pedagogial model we shall use desribes the formation of the soni hole by a
sudden transition between subsoni and supersoni motion. For simpliity we assume that
the transition ours at a given time t0. We assume that initially the uid is at rest (i.e.
v = 0), but we ould have equally attributed it a nite veloity without aeting the
result. Then an instantaneous transition auses the formation of the soni hole in a de
Laval nozzle. So for t < t0 v = 0, whereas for t > t0, v(z) is given by the stationary soni
blak hole solution of Eq. (44). A spaetime diagram of the model is shown in Fig. 4.
The aousti spaetime is at for t < t0. Hene vauum positive frequeny outgoing
modes are simply plane waves
φΩ =
1√
2π2Ω
e−iΩteiΩz/c =
1√
2π2Ω
e−iΩ x
−
in/c . (101)
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Figure 4: Spaetime diagram of an aousti blak hole produed by an in-
stantaneous shok at t = t0. Before the shok the null geodesis propagate
like those in at Minkowskian spaetime, but after they are no longer de-
sribed as straight lines sine the spaetime has been modied by the shok
and is desribed by the urved aousti metri (22) (the vertial solid line
represents the soni horizon). At late times, the outgoing null geodesis
oinide with those of Figures 1 and 3.
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To nd Hawking radiation one needs simply to paste these modes to the stationary outgo-
ing modes φω,+, φ
⋆
ω,trap of Eqs. (100) whih live on either side of the horizon. This is done
in two steps. First by onstruting the in modes after the shok and then by omputing
the overlap of the latter with the stationary modes.
The result is the following. (The proof is given afterwards.) In the future of the shok,
unlike the outgoing modes with xed frequeny ω, in modes are regular aross the horizon
z = zh. More preisely, at xed t they are still of the form, see Eq. (101),
φΩ ≃ eiΩz/γ , (102)
where γ > 0 is a onstant, up to non-universal orretion terms whih vanish when z → zh.
These desribe the outset of HR in the partiular formation model one is onsidering.
From Eq. (102), we learn that in modes ontain only positive momentum p = −i∂z
in the near horizon region. This extreme simpliity allows to haraterize the in vauum
in several instrutive ways. Moreover these only refer to the near horizon stationary
behavior of in modes and thus no longer refer to the region before the shok. Nevertheless
to onsider the latter was neessary to derive the regular properties of in modes. At this
point it is interesting to mention that this will no longer be the ase when onsidering
non-linear dispersion relations. In these ases, it is possible to derive HR without any
referene to the formation of the BH.
[Proof of Eq. (102). For the rst step one needs the relation between laboratory t, z
oordinates and the null oordinates x− in both regions. We have, for t < t0:
x−in = ct− z (103)
whereas for t > t0, in the near horizon region we have:
x−out = ct− c
∫
dz
c+ v
≃ ct− 1
κ
ln (z − zh) +O(z − zh) . (104)
Evaluated along the shok these beome
x−in = ct0 − z ,
x−out ≃ ct0 − 1κ ln(z − zh) +O(z − zh) ,
= − 1
κ
ln(xH− − x−in) + const , (105)
where xH− = ct0 − zh is the value of x−in at whih the horizon forms. In the last equality
we have used Eq. (103) to replae z by x−in.
Eq. (105) gives the desired relation x−out(x
−
in) whih allows to extend the null geodesis
x−in = const. in the future of the shok. One has
xH− − x−in ∝ e−κx
−
out ∝ (z − zh) e−cκt , (106)
up to irrelevant onstants. This relation holds in the near horizon limit whatever (regular)
model for the soni hole formation is used. At xed t, this implies that an initial mode
∼ e−iΩx−in/c behaves as speied in Eq. (102). QED.℄
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4.2.4 Near horizon in vauum and HR
To eiently haraterize the in vauum and derive the properties of HR, it is partiularly
appropriate to work in the p-representation, even though a priori this might seem rather
abstrat. In fat, these settings are also appropriate to re-derive HR using a non-trivial
dispersion relation, and to understand the origin of its robustness [19℄.
The Fourier transform of a mode
ϕω(p) =
∫
dz
1√
2π
e−ipz φω(z) (107)
obeys
(ω − pvˆ)(ω − vˆp)ϕω = c2p2ϕω , (108)
where vˆ = v(zˆ) is a dierential operator ating on its right. In the near horizon region,
for zh = 0, one has vˆ = −c + icκ∂p (see Eq. (37)). Thus Eq. (108) is a seond order
dierential equation in ∂p. In this region, the general solution desribing outgoing modes
is thus
ϕω(p) = Aω θ(p) p
−iω/cκ−1 +Bω θ(−p) (−p)−iω/cκ−1 . (109)
Using Eq. (91), one nds that the Klein-Gordon norm of this solution is
〈ϕω|ϕω′〉 =
∫
dp 2p ϕ∗ωϕω′ = (|Aω|2 − |Bω|2) (2π2cκ) δ(ω − ω′) . (110)
From this norm, we learn that positive norm (outgoing) modes are prinipally made with
positive momentum.
The in modes are the simplest ones: they are made exlusively of positive momentum,
i.e., Bω = 0 for both signs of ω, in agreement to what was nd in Eq. (102). The
normalized in modes of eigen-frequeny ω are thus
ϕω,in(p) = θ(p)
1√
2π2cκ
p−iω/cκ−1 . (111)
It is now straightforward to get the oeients of the Bogoliubov transformation
relating these modes to the singular asymptoti modes. It sues to inverse Fourier
transform ϕω,in(p). Let us proeed in two steps:
φω,in(z) =
∫ ∞
0
dp
1√
2π
eipz
1√
2π2cκ
p−iω/cκ−1
=
1
2π
√
2cκ
Γ(
−iω
cκ
) eπω/2cκ(z + iǫ)iω/cκ . (112)
In the seond line, ǫ is a positive innitesimal number. This equation tells us that the in
modes are analyti in the upper half z plane, a ondition whih diretly follows from the
fat that only positive p entered in the Fourier transform. This is ruial: it tells us how
to onnet the singular outside and trapped modes of Eqs. (100) by speifying that the
ut of lnz is suh that the argument of negative z is +iπ. This xes the relative weight of
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the modes living on either side:
φω,in(z) =
1
2π
√
2cκ
Γ(
−iω
cκ
) eπω/2cκ
[
θ(z)ziω/cκ + e−πω/cκθ(−z)(−z)iω/cκ
]
,
=
[
1√
2πcκ/ω
Γ(
−iω
cκ
)
]
×
[
eπω/2cκ θ(z)φω,+ + e
−πω/2cκ θ(−z)φ∗ω,trap
]
,
= αω φω,+ + βω φ
∗
ω,trap . (113)
In the seond line we have used the normalized outgoing modes of Eqs. (92, 97). The
Bogoliubov oeients are, by denition, the oeients of these modes. They obey
|βω/αω|2 = e−2πω/cκ . (114)
Together with the unitary relation |αω|2 − |βω|2 = 1, one gets Hawking's result: the
emission rate of outgoing quanta per unit asymptoti time and per unit frequeny is given
by
6
n¯ω = |βω|2 = (e2πω/cκ − 1)−1 , (115)
that is, a Plank distribution with a temperature given by TH = ~cκ/2πκB .
There is an interesting way to re-write Eq. (113) whih is useful to understand the
robustness of HR. It onerns the deomposition of asymptoti modes in terms of in
modes. The very fat that the asymptoti stationary modes vanish inside the horizon, for
z < 0, implies that they are analyti in the lower half p plane. Indeed one has
ϕω,+(p) =
∫ ∞
0
dz e−ipzφω,+(z) , (116)
=
1
2π
√
2ω
Γ(
iω
cκ
+ 1) eπω/2cκ
[
(p+ iǫ)−iω/cκ−1
]
,
=
1
2π
√
2ω
Γ(
iω
cκ
+ 1) eπω/2cκ
×
[
θ(p)p−iω/cκ−1 − e−πω/cκθ(−p)(−p)−iω/cκ−1
]
.
From this equation one gets the Bogoliubov oeients of the inverse transformation.
They also obey Eq. (114). Hene HR an be equally dedued from the above relation. In
fat Hawking originally derived blak hole radiane in a similar way [2℄. He propagated
bakwards in time asymptoti outgoing modes and deomposed them in terms of in modes
to get the Bogoliubov oeients.
6
For the unfamiliar reader, we note that, for free elds, the relationship between in
vauum expetation values of observables and Bogoliubov oeients is universal. Of
entral interest in stationary ases is the mean partile density ux n¯ω , i.e. per unit
time and per unit frequeny, in the in vauum. It is given by the weight of the delta
in 〈0, in|a†ωaω′ |0, in〉 = n¯ωδ(ω − ω′). In terms of the Bogoliubov oeients, one has
n¯ω = |βω|2. For a detailed derivation of these relations, see [42℄.
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We have now all the tools to address the alulation of HR with the relativisti
equation replaed by a non-linear Dispersion Relation (DR in the following). Before
that, let us list the essential properties of modes whih x the properties of HR, namely
thermality and stationarity.
A. The modes haraterizing in vauum are regular on the horizon and ontain only
positive momentum p at xed time, see Eqs. (102, 112).
B. The stationary modes assoiated with outgoing asymptoti quanta are singular on
the horizon and vanish inside it. The singularity of a mode of frequeny ω is governed
by a logarithm of z − zh weighted by ω/cκ, with k = c2κ the surfae gravity. Sine these
modes vanish inside the horizon, in the p-representation, they are analyti in the lower
p-plane, see seond line of Eq. (116).
C. This analytial behavior xes the ratio of Bogoliubov oeients relating the
asymptoti modes to the regular modes haraterizing the in vauum, see third line of
Eq. (116) and Eq. (114).
These three properties will be essentially unmodied when replaing the relativisti
equation (88), by that assoiated with a non-linear DR. This explains why the properties
of Hawking radiation are robust against introduing a non-linear DR in the UV setor,
i.e. for frequenies muh higher than cκ.
The usefulness of the p-representation an now be appreiated. In the near hori-
zon region, the mode equation (108) in Fourier transform is seond order, as in the z-
representation. However, the symmetry between the z and p representations is broken
upon introduing a non-linear DR: in the z-representation the order of the dierential
equation will depend on the hoie of the DR, whereas in the p representation, the dier-
ential equation will stay seond order. This allows to perform a general WKB analysis to
interpret the orretions and to evaluate them. Seondly, for all DRs, the ondition for
being in the in vauum is still given by imposing that the modes only ontain positive
momentum.
The important onsequene of these two fats, is that the only soure of possible modi-
ations of HR arising from the near horizon region is baksattering in p-spae.
5 Short distane eets and dispersion
The rst idea is to replae the relativisti relation, whih reads
Ω2 = c2p2 = c2 ~p · ~p , (117)
in at spaetime, by a non-linear dispersion relation
Ω2 = c2F 2(p2) , (118)
whih breaks Lorentz invariane, but whih preserves the other symmetries of Speial
Relativity, inluding isotropy. The non-linear behavior of F introdues a UV sale pc
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whih weights the rst non-linear term. Generially one has only two ases
F 2(p2) = p2 ± p
4
p2c
+O(p6) . (119)
The + ase gives rise to superluminous propagation (faster than light or sound), whereas
the − ase leads to sub-luminous propagation. This follows from the relation giving the
group veloity: vg(p) = cdF/dp.
7
The introdution of the non-linear funtion F an be oneived from two dierent
point of views. First, from the aousti point of view, when onsidering the propagation
of olletive exitations in ondensed matter, there is dispersion at short wavelength. In
other words, the Eulerian ation of Eq. (5) governs only the evolution of long wavelengths
ongurations. For example, superluminous dispersion is found in dilute Bose gas onden-
sate [45℄, whereas the subluminous ase is found in
4
He, see [17, 11℄. The seond point
of view is more onjetural and related to the short distane behavior of spae-time itself.
Certain authors onsider that Lorentz invariane might only be an approximate symmetry
in nature [17, 46℄, and will therefore be violated in the UV, say near the Plank sale.
The seond idea is to introdue this modied dispersion relation in a BH spaetime.
Sine the modied DR breaks Lorentz invariane loally, one must hoose a partiular
frame. The hoie of this frame diers aording to the point of view one adopts. When
one onsiders sound propagation, there is no ambiguity: the preferred frame is that of the
atoms of the uid [17, 18℄. In other words Ω in Eq. (118) is the frequeny measured in
the frame of the uid's atoms. The alternative point related to Quantum Gravity is again
more onjetural. It is based on the double assumption that the Quantum Gravitational
eets, whih have been so far negleted, will preserve the regularity of the in vauum
aross the horizon, but will also eetively introdue a non-linear DR. In this seond point
of view, one should hoose what is the preferred frame, or better, the preferred lass of
frames, sine two frames in a same lass will give essentially the same results. The hoie
usually made is that the prefered frame is a freely falling frame. This amounts to introdue
the modied DR in the PG oordinate systems, see Eq. (199) in Appendix C.
No matter whih point of view is hosen, one deals with the following ation. Under
the same simplifying hypothesis of the previous setion, the modied ation related to the
DR of Eq. (118) is
S =
ρ
2c2
∫
dtdz[((∂t + v∂z)ψ)
2 − c2ψF 2(−∂2z)ψ] . (120)
7
There is a also third situation, whih orresponds to dissipation. This ase has not
been fully analyzed even though it has been represented in [19℄ and shematially desribed
in [44℄. The main dierene between dispersion and dissipation is that the dissipative ase
is not autonomous: the environment giving rise to the dissipation should be expliitely
inluded in order to get a unitary desription of this ase. We hope to desribe this ase
in the near future.
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Sine the modiation onerns only the spatial part of the ation, the inner produt and
the normalization ondition, Eq. (91), are both left unhanged.
The modied mode equation, replaing Eq. (90), beomes
(ω + i∂zv)(ω + iv∂z)φω = c
2F 2(−∂2z)φω . (121)
To study the near horizon behavior of mode propagation, we return to the p-representation.
The modied equation in Fourier transform reads
(ω − pvˆ)(ω − vˆp)ϕω,F = c2F 2(p2)ϕω,F (122)
where vˆ = −c+ icκ∂p, as in Eq. (108).
The struture of this equation guarantees that for all F the solutions an be written
as a produt
ϕω,F = ϕω × e−ip/κ χF , (123)
wherein the rst fator is the solution of the relativisti equation, hene F independent,
whereas the seond fator is ω independent. The funtion χF obeys the simple seond
order dierential equation:
κ2p2 ∂2p χF = F
2 χF . (124)
Moreover, when ϕω,F is onventionally normalized with the KG produt (whih is F
independent), see Eq. (110), χF must have the following unit Wronskian
−κ
2
(χ∗F i∂pχF − χF i∂pχ∗F ) = ±1 . (125)
The + sign applies to outgoing modes, whereas the − sign applies to infalling modes.
The equations (124) and (125) fully govern the modiations of HR whih ome from
the near horizon region. Of ourse there will be other orretions whih arise from the
outer region wherein the gradient of the veloity goes down to zero, see e.g. [47℄. However
these modiations will aet the propagation of modes irrespetively of HR, as the `grey
body fator' does it in the Shwarzshild metri in the 3-dimensional ase. In what follows
we shall only disuss the (intrinsi) modiations of HR whih arise from the near horizon
region.
To present the nature of these modiations, we shall split the presentation into three
parts. First we disuss the mathematial properties of χF and its WKB approximation.
Then we present the alulation and the interpretation of the orretions to this approxi-
mation. At the end only we argue why the asymptoti onditions to determine the modes
whih desribe in vauum and asymptoti quanta are both unaeted by the non-linear
behavior of F .
5.1 Mathematial properties and WKB approximation
Let us onsider the exat solution of Eq. (124) whih for p → ∞ is purely `forward',
i.e. it is a running wave whih possesses a unit positive Wronskian of Eq. (125). When
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evaluated for moderate values of p, i.e. p/pc ≪ 1, the exat solution will be of the form
χF = AFχ
WKB
F +BFχ
WKB, ∗
F , (126)
where χWKBF is the following unit Wronskian WKB solution
χWKBF =
1√
F (p)/p
exp
(
i
∫ p dp′F (p′2)
κp′
)
. (127)
The onservation of the Wronskian guarantees that
|AF |2 − |BF |2 = 1 . (128)
In the WKB approximation, BF = 0: no baksattered wave (in p) is engendered in
the journey from p =∞ down to p≪ pc. In this regime, the norm of AF stays onstant:
|AF (p)| = |AF (p = ∞)| = 1. Hene, there will be no modiation of HR in this WKB
regime. Indeed the ratio of the Bogoliubov oeients, determining Hawking temperature,
is extrated from the relative weight of the positive and negative norm modes and not from
the loal behavior of the modes. This loal behavior is in fat aeted by the non-linear
behavior of F : up to a onstant phase one has
e−ip/κ χWKBF = 1 +O(p/pc)
2 . (129)
The important point is that the orretion terms in (p/pc)
2
should not aet the Bogoli-
ubov oeients of Eq. (113).
5.2 Baksattering and modiations of HR
The modiations to HR ome from the global orretions to the WKB approximation,
i.e. the amplitude BF . Indeed, there are two kinds of modiations to χ
WKB
F : rst there
are loal (in p) modiations whih follow from the fat that χWKBF does not exatly obey
Eq. (124) at that p. These orretions should not aet HR, see the above disussion.
Seondly there are global (aumulated) errors whih result from the fat that χWKBF did
not exatly obey Eq. (124) from p = ∞ down to values p ≃ κ. This seond type is
responsable for BF 6= 0 in Eq. (126).
To evaluate BF is not an easy task beause it is an aumulated error, see e.g. [48℄.
What an be said is that the loal soure of BF is
σ(p) = κ
∂p(F/p)
(F/p)2
. (130)
This dimensionless quantity is smaller than κ/pc. From this we learn that sale separation,
i.e. κ/pc ≪ 1, is, in full generality, a suient ondition for having small orretions to
HR.
Moreover, sine the nal value of BF (i.e. for p of the order of κ) is expressed as
an osillatory integral of σ(p), the integral will generially be smaller than the integrand
(= σ). To illustrate this we onsider an exatly solvable ase: the quarti dispersion
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F 2 = p2 + p4/p2c . In this ase, Eq. (124) desribes an up-side down harmoni osillator.
Then using the equations of Setions 19.17 to 19.22 of [49℄ one gets
BF = e
−πpc/κ , (131)
whih is indeed muh smaller than σ ≃ κ/pc.
The lesson is that the (intrinsi) orretions to HR originate from the baksattered
amplitude and not from the loal orretions to χWKBF . The baksattered amplitude is
small whenever the UV sale governing dispersion is muh larger than the surfae gravity.
A more subtle onsequene of Eq. (126) is that AF , the amplitude of the forward
wave, has inreased when BF 6= 0. Hene the orretions to HR are related to another
pair reation proess. The new Bogoliubov transformation mixes outgoing and infalling
modes, unlike what was found in Eqs. (113). To our knowledge this has not been desribed
in the literature. We hope to report on this in the near future.
5.3 The identiation of in and out modes
It remains to verify that the non-linear behavior of F does not aet the relationship
between the asymptoti physial states and the mathematial properties of the modes,
solutions of Eq. (121).
Let us start with in vauum. We laim that the initial haraterization of the in
vauum is still that the in modes only ontain positive p. Let us explain why in the light
of the properties of the lassial propagation in the near horizon region.
The fatorization of the modes in the p-representation is reovered in the HJ formalism
in the following way. The modied Legendre transformed HJ ation, WF (p) = SF (x)−px,
obeys the equivalent of Eq. (121),
ω + p (c+ cκ∂pWF ) = c F (p
2) . (132)
Its solution is a sum of the relativisti ation plus a modied term independent of ω
WF (p) =
ω
cκ
ln p+
∫ p
dp′
F (p′2)− p′
κp′
. (133)
This tells us that, irrespetively of the hoie of F , the trajetory in p-spae is, in the near
horizon, the same as that of the relativisti ase, namely Eq. (98). So, even though the
trajetories in spaetime do depend on F , in p spae they always obey the exponential κ
deay.
It is important to analyze the propagation in z spae to see that the exponential
blue-shift (bakwards in time) is ut o by pc, the UV sale brought in by F . Eq. (98)
translates in z spae in the following manner: the dierene in z between the lassial
trajetories with positive and negative energy ω always obeys
zF,ω(t)− zF,−ω(t) = ∆zF,ω(t) = ∆zF=p,ω(t) = 2ω
cκp0
ecκt . (134)
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Therefore the harateristis of the modied dispersion relation are still turned apart by
the surfae gravity, as they were in the relativisti ase. However, the important dierene
is that this strething lasts only a nite time for non-linear dispersion, either super- or
sub-luminous. To prove this we onsider the motion of the "enter of mass" of a ouple
of trajetories ω,−ω. It is given by
zF,ω(t) + zF,−ω(t)
2
= zF,ω=0 =
F (p)− p
κp
. (135)
It is independent of ω, as was the behavior of χF . In the relativisti ase, F = p for all p,
one reovers z = 0, the lous of the stati event horizon. From Eq. (135) we learn that
the ouple leaves the near horizon region, i.e. |zF | = 1/κ, for p ≃ pc. Therefore Eq. (98)
applies only until p ≃ pc. This is the main eet of the non-linear behavior of F : when the
ritial momentum is reahed, the enter of mass starts to drift and this brings the pair
of harateristis outside the near horizon region, where the gradient of v progressively
vanishes.
Imagine indeed that the gradient of the ow smoothly dereases as one leaves the near
horizon region. Hene the aousti metri will beome at and p will tend to a onstant.
In this steady regime, far away from the horizon, positive p haraterizes in vauum for
outgoing modes, irrespetively of the dispersion relation F . Hene this proves that the
in vauum is still asymptotially haraterized by positive p for p ≃ pc ≫ κ. It should
be emphasized that we did not refer to the formation of the BH to haraterize the in
vauum. This is no longer neessary beause the blueshifting eet stops after a nite
time and the eld ongurations at the origin of HR leave the horizon region and reah a
at region where a usual haraterization of vauum by plane waves applies. Instead, in
absene of dispersion, the blueshifting eet only stops when the horizon forms.
The haraterization of outgoing asymptoti quanta is learly unaeted by F beause
it is done in a regime where p ≃ κ ≪ pc. The reovery of the unperturbed relativisti
behavior is illustrated by the fat that when p≪ pc, zF ∝ p2/p2c → 0, i.e. zF tends to the
position of the horizon, as expeted.
From this analysis, we have learned that the haraterization of both in modes and
asymptoti out modes is unaeted by the introdution of F . Hene the only soure of
modiation of HR omes from BF 6= 0 in Eq. (126).
5.4 The lessons
Sine several lessons have been drawn by the analysis of HR in the presene of a non-linear
DR it is of value to present them synthetially.
I. HR is robust.
The properties of HR are robust in the sense that stationarity is fully preserved, whereas
the modiations of the spetrum are smaller or equal to κ/pc ≪ 1.
II. The origin of the robustness of HR.
It is also of value to speify why HR is so robust. In the near horizon region, the modied
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modes an be expressed as the relativisti modes times a running wave funtion χF whih is
independent of the frequeny ω, see Eq. (123). Hene when there is no baksattering and
the three properties (A, B and C presented at the end of Setion 4) of the relativisti
modes are unmodied, no modiations of the Bogoliubov oeients appear. What
governs the baksattered amplitude is a non-adiabati eet, like the Landau-Zener eet,
whih an even be exponentially small, see Eq.(131).
III. The exeptional feature of the relativisti propagation.
From Eq. (134) we learn that the endless strething found in the relativisti ase is
an exeptional feature resulting from the absene of any non-linearity in the DR. This
maintains the pair of harateristis entered for all times on the event horizon z =
0. Instead, for all non-linear DR, the departure from ω = cp as p inreases indues a
drift whih sends the pair outside the near horizon region where the gradient of veloity
vanishes, hene where the blueshifting eet eases.
IV. Hints for Quantum Gravity.
This last remark is an invitation to inquire about the physial validity of the relativis-
ti equation Ω2 = c2p2 to haraterize eld propagation near a horizon. This equation
results from the hypothesis that the bare ations are loally Lorentz invariant, but also
from a linearized treatment. Without questioning the validity of Lorentz invariane at
a fundamental level, it is possible that radiative orretions evaluated in the non-trivial
near horizon metri will modify 1-loop Green funtions in suh a way that the eetive
law governing their behavior will be haraterized by a new UV sale whih shall at like
pc did it in the non-linear DR we used. A rst attempt to show that this might be the ase
has been presented in [24℄. We refer to [51, 52℄ for a more fundamental but less ambitious
approah to derive, from radiative orretions, eetive dispersion relations breaking the
(loal) Lorentz invariane possessed by linearized eld propagation.
6 The phonons bakreation
In the mean, the bakreation of the linearized phonons on the underlying uid an be
disussed using the sound equations that govern the lassial bakreation [20, 21℄, i.e.
Eqs. (61, 62) (see also [50℄)
ρ˙B + ~∇(ρB~vB) + ~∇
√
−gB〈T 0i 〉 = 0 , (136)
ψ˙B +
1
2
~v21 + µ(ρB)− 1
2
ρB
c
〈T 〉 = 0 , (137)
where now 〈Tµν〉 are the quantum expetation values of the pseudo energy momentum
tensor operator of the phonon eld. Beause of the analogy, the 〈Tµν〉 oinide with the
expetation values of the stress tensor for a minimally oupled salar eld propagating in
an eetive aousti spaetime whose metri is gBµν(ρB, ~vB) of Eq. (56).
In the ase of our interest, these expetation values are to be taken in the in vauum,
in whih in the remote past prior to the time dependent formation of the soni hole, the
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phonon eld is in its vauum state.
The quantum version of the Euler equation, namely
~˙vB + (~vB · ~∇)~vB + ~∇µ(ρB)− 1
2
~∇
(ρB
c
〈T 〉
)
= 0 (138)
is the uid analogue of the semilassial Einstein equations (see Appendix D) in gravity.
The analogue of the ontinuity equation (61) is the ovariant onservation of the stress
tensor in Einstein's General Relativity.
It is instrutive to ompare the role played by the stress tensor in determining the dynam-
ial evolution of the system. Unlike semilassial Einstein gravity, where all omponents
of 〈Tµν〉 enter the dynamial equations (see Appendix D, Eq. (210)), in hydrodynamis
the dynamial bakreation is aused just by the gradient of the trae density.
As they stand, the expetation values of the minimally oupled salar eld ψ1 entering
the bakreation equations (61, 62) are formally ultraviolet divergent.
8
Here we are touhing a very deliate point. In performing the integrals over the frequen-
ies involved in the expetation values of 〈Tµν〉, one inevitably enters a regime where
the wavelength of the modes beomes omparable to the intermoleular separation. The
approximation of the uid as a ontinuous medium breaks down. High frequeny modes
see the elementary onstituents of the uid and the dispersion relation for these modes
deviates signiantly from the relativisti one (ω = c|~p|) assoiated to the wave equation
(20) as we have disussed in setion 5. We make the assumption that the ontribution of
these modes to the expetation values is negligible. We shall give later on arguments in
favor of this. Our working hypothesis is therefore that the wave equation (20) holds for
all frequenies. Furthermore, we assume that the divergent expetation values are made
nite by adopting the standard ovariant renormalization sheme in urved spae (see for
example [36℄), whih, as suh, preserves at the quantum level the ovariant onservation
law of the lassial pseudo energy momentum tensor (i.e. 〈T νµ 〉;ν = 0). Within this frame-
work one an eliminate the divergent part of 〈Tµν〉.
Unfortunately the nite part of 〈Tµν〉 for an arbitrary metri is not known and therefore
the atual aousti metri, solution of the bakreation equations, an not be determined.
6.1 The dimensional redution model
Lower dimensional models are very useful in physis as they allow expliit analyti so-
lutions of the dynamial equations to be found, providing at least a qualitative insight
of the behavior of real four dimensional systems. This attitude has been largely used in
studying quantum eets in blak holes [54, 56℄. The basi assumption onsists in re-
plaing the four dimensional quantum stress tensor by a two dimensional one assoiated
to a two dimensional minimally oupled salar eld propagating in the two dimensional
setion of the physial four dimensional metri. As we know, this approximation neglets
8
Infrared divergenes an be simply eliminated by introduing a mass uto [53℄.
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the baksattering of the quantum eld aused by the potential barrier.
We follow the same attitude for a qualitative insight in the quantum bakreation our-
ring in a soni blak hole [21, 20℄.
We shall fous on a supersoni ow through a de Laval nozzle, whih an be onsidered
as one dimensional as disussed in subsetion 2.6. Under these assumptions, we an write
the lassial equations of motion for the uid as:
Aρ˙+ ∂z(Aρv) = 0 (139)
A
(
ψ˙ +
1
2
v2 + µ(ρ)
)
= 0 (140)
where v = ∂zψ and we have also assumed the time independene of the area A of the
transverse setion of the nozzle. Proeeding as in setion 2.7, we separate the perturbations
from the mean ow. Linear perturbations, i.e. sound waves or phonons at the quantum
level, satisfy the wave equation
∂a
(
Aρ
c
√
−g(2)B gB ab∂bψ1
)
= 0 (141)
where
g
B (2)
ab = −
ρB
c
(
c2 − v2B vB
vB −1
)
(142)
is the two dimensional (t, z) setion of the metri gBµν (56) and a, b = t, z. Note the
invariane of Eq. (141) under Weyl transformations.
The two dimensional bakreation equations for the mean ow ρB, vB read:
A ˙ρB + ∂z(AρBvB) + ∂z
[
−1
c
(
〈T (2)tz 〉+ vB〈T (2)zz 〉
)]
= 0 , (143)
A
(
ψ˙B +
1
2
v2B + µ(ρB)
)
− 1
2
〈T (2)〉 = 0. (144)
Here T
(2)
ab =
Aρ
c
(∂aψ1∂bψ1 − 12g(2)cd∂cψ1∂dψ1g(2)ab ).
As seen from Eq. (141) the quantum eld ψ1 behaves as a massless salar eld whih is
oupled not only to the two dimensional metri g
B(2)
ab but also to the "dilaton"
Aρ
c
. This
auses baksattering of the modes. The Polyakov approximation onsists in negleting
the baksattering. Eq. (141) is then approximated as
ˆ
(2)ψ1 = 0 , (145)
i.e. ψ1 is treated as a two dimensional minimally oupled massless salar eld. The reason
of this simpliation is that even for the "exat" two dimensional theory of Eq. (141) the
exat 〈Tab〉 is not known. Only its trae is known being ompletely anomalous [55℄. Given
this assumption, the quantum expetation values entering Eqs. (143, 144) an therefore
be evaluated using the methods developed in Appendix E.
We shall use Eqs. (143, 144) to nd the rst order in ~ orretions to the lassial uid
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ow in a de Laval nozzle whih orresponds to a soni blak hole as desribed in subsetion
2.5. To this end one writes the dynamial variables ρB and vB as
ρB = ρcl + ρq , (146)
vB = vcl + vq (147)
where ρcl, vcl satisfy the lassial equations (139, 140) and ρq, vq are the orretions of
order ~ indued by the quantum utuations of the phonon eld enoded in 〈T (2)ab 〉.
We an therefore write the bakreation equations (143, 144) as
Aρ˙q + ∂z [A(ρqvcl + ρclvq)]− ∂z
[
−1
c
(〈T (2)tz 〉+ vcl〈T (2)zz 〉)
]
= 0 , (148)
A(ψ˙q + vclvq +
c2
ρcl
ρq)− 〈T
(2)〉
2
= 0 . (149)
Up to the order O(~), the 〈T (2)ab 〉 are omputed on the lassial solution ρcl, vcl, whih are
given in Eqs. (44, 47), namely
A =
c
|vcl|AHe
(v2cl−c2)/2c2 , (150)
ρcl = ρ0e
−v2cl/2c2 . (151)
This onguration, as disussed in subsetion 2.6, should be regarded as the nal ong-
uration of the uid resulting from the time dependent formation of the soni hole.
We will be mainly interested in the region near the soni horizon z = 0 where the prole
of the nozzle an be approximated as
A = AH + βz
2 . (152)
For the sake of simpliity, the sux "l" will be omitted in the following.
Standard ovariant renormalization in urved spae allows, under the previous assump-
tion, the expetation values of the phonon elds in Eqs. (143, 144) to be evaluated (see
Appendix E). For the trae term we have simply (trae anomaly) [57℄
〈T (2)〉 = ~
24π
R(2) , (153)
whereas in the ontinuity equation (143) we an write
1
c
(〈T (2)tz 〉+ v〈T (2)zz 〉) =
〈T++〉
(c− v)2 −
〈T−−〉
(c+ v)2
, (154)
where we have used the null (retarded and advaned) oordinates (36)
x± = c
(
t±
∫
dz
c∓ v
)
. (155)
In our double null oordinates the omponents of the stress tensor are (see for example
[36℄)
〈T±±〉 = − ~
12π
C1/2C
−1/2
,±± + t± , (156)
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The onformal fator C of the two dimensional metri (142) reads
C =
ρ
c3
(c2 − v2) (157)
and t± are funtions of x± respetively, whih depend on the hoie of the quantum state
in whih the expetation values are to be taken.
Near the horizon (x− → +∞) the t± an be approximated with the ones haraterizing
the in state at late time [58℄, namely no inoming radiation in the past:
t+ = 0 , (158)
and thermal radiation of phonons at the Unruh temperature in the future:
t− =
~k2
48πc4
. (159)
This latter represents the Hawking radiation owing at late time at z →∞.
For our onguration the surfae gravity k reads
k = c2κ = c2
√
β
AH
. (160)
Expanding the lassial bakground near the horizon z = 0 to evaluate the 〈T (2)ab 〉, one
eventually arrives at the following solution of Eqs. (143, 144) for the quantum orreted
veloity
vB = v + vq = −c+ cκz − c
6
κ2z2 + ǫ(b1 + c1κz)κt , (161)
where ǫ ≡ ~
A2Hρ0e
−1/2c
is the dimensionless expansion parameter and b1 = 9γ/2, c1 =
−304γ/15, γ ≡ κc2AH/24π, and
ρB = ρ+ ǫρq = ρ0e
−1/2
(
1 + κz − κ2z2/6 + ǫ 1
c2
(α+ δκz)t
)
, (162)
where α = −a2+cκb1, δ = −b2−a2+cκc1, with a2 = 1189γcκ/120, b2 = −161817γcκ/120.
The solution is valid for κz ≪ 1 (near horizon approximation) and cκt≪ 1. So equations
(161, 162) give just a hint on how the bakreation starts near the soni horizon.
The boundary ondition hosen to derive Eqs. (161, 162) is that, at some given time (say
t = 0), the evaporation is swithed on starting from the lassial onguration (ρ, v): i.e.
vq(t = 0, z) = 0, ρq(t = 0, z) = 0.
Inspetion of Eq. (161) reveals that the net eet of bakreation is to slow down the uid
(vq > 0 for κz ≪ 1). This goes with a derease of the density (ρq < 0) in the same limit.
The same equation allows to determine the evolution of the aousti horizon, dened as
the lous where vB = −c. We nd
zh = − ǫb1t
c
, (163)
i.e. the horizon is moving to the left: the hypersoni region shrinks in size. The oeient
b1, whih determines the quantum orretion to the veloity eld, and hene the evolution
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of the horizon, is proportional to the gradient of the trae alulated at t = 0, z = 0, as
it an be seen by taking the gradient of Eq. (144) in this limit. This should be ompared
to the gravitational blak hole ase where the evolution of the horizon is determined by
the energy ux (M˙ ∝ 〈T rt〉 in spherial symmetry). While in the latter ase Hawking
radiation ours at the expense of the gravitational energy of the blak hole (the mass
M), the phonons emission takes away kineti energy from the uid.
Considering the evolution of the aousti blak hole as a sequene of quasi stationary
ongurations one an nd the orretion to the emission temperature
T =
~
2π
∂v
∂z
∣∣∣∣
zH
=
~c
2π
κ
[
1− 563
720π
ǫκ3cAHt
]
. (164)
As time evolves, the temperature of the emitted phonons dereases.
As disussed in Appendix D, the opposite happens for a gravitational blak hole of massM .
Being T ∼ 1/M , as the mass dereases beause of Hawking evaporation, the temperature
grows ausing the blak hole to evaporate ompletely in a time of order M30 (M0 is the
initial mass of the hole). Instead, if the blak hole possesses a onserved U(1) harge Q,
for M
>∼ |Q| a temperature derease is assoiated to the mass evaporation, whih stops
when it is redued to M = |Q| (the so alled extremal blak hole) for whih the Hawking
temperature is zero. This ground state is approahed in an innite time. Aousti blak
holes seem therefore to behave like near extremal harged blak holes.
6.2 Disussion
An important question whih remains open is to what extent the above results depend on
the two assumptions we made, namely, rst, the use of a relativisti dispersion relation
whih ignores the short distane orretions due to the moleular struture of the uid,
and seond, the ovariant regularization sheme used to subtrat ultraviolet divergenes.
These two aspets are deeply onneted. For the Polyakov theory that we have used
in the 2D bakreation equations (143, 144), Jaobson [22℄ has argued that, within a
ovariant regularization sheme, no signiant deviation from the usual expression for
the trae anomaly and the omponents of 〈T (2)ab 〉 are expeted if one introdues a uto
at high frequenies. For the hydrodynamial system we have onsidered, ovariane is
a symmetry of the phonons low energy eetive theory only, whih is broken at short
distane. Hene non ovariant terms depending on the mirosopi physis are expeted
to show up in the eetive ation, and these are ruial for a orret desription of the
unperturbed quantum vauum of the uid. However the expetation values 〈Tµν〉 entering
the bakreation equations (136, 137) do not represent the energy momentum of the
uid quantum vauum. They desribe instead the perturbation of the stationary vauum
(whose energy is stritly zero [11℄) indued by inhomogeneities and by the time dependent
formation of the soni hole whih triggers the phonons emission. Here we have assumed
that these deviations an be omputed within the low energy theory. This situation is not
unusual. Casimir eets are well known examples of vauum disturbanes aused by the
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presene of boundaries. It happens that the Casimir energy is often (but not always, see
G. Volovik in Ref. [30℄) independent on the mirosopi physis and an be alulated
within the framework of the low energy theory. As shown by Bahmann and Kempf [59℄,
deviations aused by the modied dispersion relation are suppressed by positive powers
of dc/L, where dc is the interatomi distane of the material onstituting the walls and
L the separation between the walls. This happens beause, while low frequeny modes
are reeted by the boundaries, for the high energy ones the wall is transparent. They
produe a divergent ontribution to the vauum energy whih is aneled by a proper
regularization sheme and does not aet the nite result. Similarly, in [60℄ it is observed
that, although in a Bose-Einstein ondensate quantum utuations have a non-linear
dispersion relation, the Casimir energy is given by the long wavelength modes, whih
therefore behave as massless salar elds. We have assumed that a similar deoupling
happens for the aousti blak hole. The hek of our hypothesis would require an analysis
of the quantum system within the mirosopi theory whih takes into aount the time
dependent non homogeneous formation of the soni hole. This is for the moment beyond
omputational apability. Anyway, as it has been shown in setion 5, modiations of
the dispersion relations, to take into aount short-distane behavior of the high-energy
modes, basially do not aet the spetrum of the emitted phonons. This is not a proof
that observables like 〈Tµν〉 are also unaeted by short-distane physis. However, keeping
in mind what 〈Tµν〉 does really represent (i.e. deviations in energy and momentum aused
by the inhomogeneity of the ow), and the indiations oming from the Casimir eet,
one expets the ontribution oming from the relativisti low enegy theory to be the most
signiant in driving the bakreation.
7 Conlusions and open questions
In setion 2 we show how a relativisti wave equation emerges when studying the linear
perturbations of an Eulerian uid whih possesses a Galilean invariane. As mentioned
in the footnote 3, one gets a similar wave equation when onsidering relativisti uids.
In both ases, the wave equation denes an "aousti metri", i.e. a Lorentzian four-
dimensional metri whih is urved when the uid's ow is non-homogeneous and/or non-
stationary. Similar wave equations appear in many non-linear systems, suh as non-linear
eletrodynamis [61℄, and di-eletri media [62℄. It would be interesting to identify what
are the physial ingredients (suh as loal equilibrium) neessary to obtain a Lorentzian
wave equation for linear perturbations.
We onlude setion 2 by analyzing the rst bakreation (non-linear) eets, namely
how the mean uid's ow is aeted by the energy arried by an ensemble of sound
waves. We show that these eets are governed by the pseudo energy-momentum tensor
assoiated with the four-dimensional metri, see Eqs. (61, 62). It would be also interesting
to see if this result extends to other physial situations wherein linear perturbations obey
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a Lorentzian wave equation.
In setions 3 and 4, we review the essential features of quantum eld theory in urved
spaetime, foussing on the ase of interest: the stationary urved metri desribing a
(stati) blak hole geometry. We emphasize that the stationary modes assoiated with
asymptoti quanta are singular on the horizon, while the quantum vauum state is regular
there. This potential onit is resolved by the existene of Hawking Radiation, whih is
enoded in the non-trivial Bogoliubov oeients relating the singular asymptoti modes
to the regular modes desribing the vauum state, see Eq. (113). We have phrased
the derivation in the p-representation to prepare the analysis of HR in the presene of
dispersion, whih appears at short distanes in materials.
In setion 5 we explain why the properties of HR, namely stationarity and thermality,
are not aeted when introduing a non-linear dispersion relation, in spite of the fats
that Lorentz invariane is broken at short distanes, and that the eld propagation is
dramatially modied in the near horizon region. From this analysis we learn that the
properties of HR are robust, but also that the near horizon behaviour of the modes in the
relativisti ase is exeptional (unstable) in the following sense. Any non-linearity in the
dispersion relation will indeed erase their singular behavior beause the blue-shifting eet
obtained in a bakwards in time extrapolation stops when the UV sale is reahed, see
Eq. (135). Possible impliations of this result for Quantum Gravity are briey disussed.
In setion 6 we ompute the seular eet on the uid's ow indued bybHawking
radiation. The expetation values 〈Tµν〉 of the pseudo energy-momentum tensor of the
phonons drive this bakreation. Their omputation depends in priniple on the UV be-
havior of the dispersion relation. However, there are strong indiations that the most
signiative ontribution to 〈Tµν〉 omes from the low energy theory (i.e. relativisti dis-
persion relation). Given this the evaporation of a soni blak hole seems haraterized
by a slowing down of the uid assoiated to a derease of the temperature of the emitted
phonons.
In this analysis the starting point was the ation (5) and the elds ρ and ψ were onsidered
as fundamental. In many ondensed matter systems, however, the hydrodynamial ation
represents just an approximation of the real ation, e.g. in Bose-Einstein ondensates.
For these systems, the bakreation problem should be addressed at the level of the real
ation. The orretion to this more rigorous approah with respet to the hydrodynamial
one developed so far is matter for future investigations [63℄.
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Appendix
A General Relativity
General Relativity is a geometri theory of gravity. Aording to it the gravitational
interation manifests itself as urvature of the spaetime manifold. The gravitational eld
is desribed by ten potentials whih are the independent omponents of the geometri
tensor gµν , giving the "distane" in spaetime between neighbouring events
ds2 = gµνdx
µdxν . (165)
Aording to the priniple of equivalene, the eets of gravity an be loally eliminated
going to the loal inertial oordinate system in whih the metri tensor assumes the
Minkowski form ηµν = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1) and the onnetion oeients
Γαµν =
1
2
gαβ (gµβ,ν + gνβ,µ − gµν,β) (166)
vanish.
Gravity, however, shows up as relative aeleration between neighbouring points ausing
tidal distortions measured by the Riemann tensor of the spaetime
Rµναβ = Γ
µ
νβ,α − Γµνα,β + ΓµγαΓγνβ − ΓµγβΓγνα . (167)
In absene of gravitation spaetime is at and the Riemann tensor identially vanishes
(and vie versa).
The soures of the gravitational eld are the distributions of mass-energy of the matter
and gauge elds enoded in their energy momentum tensor Tµν . This determines the
gravitational potentials, up to oordinate transformations, via the Einstein equations (here
and in the following we take G = c = 1)
Rµν − 1
2
Rgµν = 8πTµν . (168)
Here Rµν is the Rii tensor
Rµν = R
α
µαν (169)
and R the Rii salar
R = gµνRµν . (170)
Beause of the Bianhi identities the stress tensor is ovariantly onserved
T νµ ;ν = 0 , (171)
where ; means ovariant derivative with respet to the metri gµν . This desribes how
energy and momentum are exhanged between matter-gauge elds and the gravitational
eld.
In the vauum, Tµν = 0 and Einstein equations simplify to
Rµν = 0 . (172)
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One the gravitational eld is determined, by Eqs. (168) or outside the matter energy
distribution by Eqs. (172), one an analyze the motion of test partiles. These move along
the geodesis of the urved spaetime, determined by
d2xµ
dτ 2
+ Γµαβ
dxα
dτ
dxβ
dτ
= 0 (173)
where τ is an ane parameter along the geodesi, whih, for massive partiles, an be
hosen as proper time. In term of the tangent vetor Kα = dx
α
dτ
the geodesi equation an
also be given as
Kα;βK
β = 0 . (174)
Geodesis of interest are either timelike (with tangent vetor normalized to KµK
µ = −1)
in the ase of massive partiles, or null (KµK
µ = 0) in the ase of massless partiles (for
example photons).
B Gravitational waves
Gravitational waves are urvature ripples rolling aross the spaetime. We shall briey
outline how to derive the propagation equations and the harateristi features of gravi-
tational waves. A more omplete and detailed disussion an be found in [3℄.
We shall onsider gravitational waves propagating through a vauum spaetime. Let R be
the typial radius of urvature of the bakground, λ/2π and A the typial redued wave-
length and amplitude of the waves respetively. We assume A ≪ 1 and λ/2π ≪ R. The
spaetime metri gµν is expanded in a "bakground" g
(B)
µν , a smooth part whih inluded
the bakreation of the waves, plus perturbation hµν , i.e.
gµν = g
(B)
µν + hµν . (175)
The Rii tensor an be expanded as
Rµν = R
(B)
µν +R
(1)
µν (h) +R
(2)
µν (h) +O
(
A2
λ2
)
(176)
where R
(B)
µν is the Rii tensor onstruted from g
(B)
µν , while
R(1)µν ≡ 1
2
(−h;µν − h αµν;α + h ααµ;ν + h ααν;µ ) (177)
R(2)µν ≡ 12
[
1
2
hαβ;µh
αβ
;ν + h
αβ (hαβ;µν + hµν;αβ − hαµ;νβ − hαν;µβ)+
hα;βν (hαµ;β − hβµ;α)−
(
hαβ;β −
1
2
h;α
)
(hαµ;ν + hαν;µ − hµν;α)
]
. (178)
Here and in the following indies are raised and lowered with g
(B)
µν , h ≡ gαβ(B)hαβ and
”; ” indiates ovariant derivative with respet to g
(B)
µν .
The vauum eld equations require Rµν = 0. The linear part in the amplitude A, i.e.
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R
(1)
µν , must vanish sine the distorting eet of the wave on the bakground is a non linear
phenomenon, so R
(B)
µν annot be linear in A. Hene
R(1)µν (hµν) = 0 . (179)
These are the propagation equations for the gravitational waves.
The rest of Rµν an be written as
R(B)µν + 〈R(2)µν (h)〉+O
(
A2
λ2
)
= 0 (180)
averaging over several wavelengths. We an rewrite this in a suggestive form
R(B)µν − 12R
(B)g(B)µν = 8πT
(gw)
µν (181)
where
T (gw)µν = − 1
8π
(
〈R(2)µν (h)〉 − 1
2
g(B)µν 〈R(2)(h)〉
)
(182)
is the eetive stress tensor for the gravitational waves.
The propagation equations (179) an be further simplied in terms of
h¯µν = hµν − 1
2
hg(B)µν . (183)
Reparametrization invariane an be used to enfore the "Lorenz gauge ondition"
(h¯αµ);α = 0 . (184)
In this gauge, the vauum propagation equations for the gravitational waves beomes
h¯µν + 2R
(B)
αµβν h¯
αβ = 0 . (185)
In the geometri optis approximation, one assumes h¯µν to have an amplitude Aµν that
varies slowly (on sale l ≪ R) and a phase whih varies rapidly, namely
h¯µν = ℜ(Aµν + ..)eiθ . (186)
One an show that the rays (the urves perpendiular to the surfae of onstant phases)
are null geodesis, i.e.
KαK
α = 0 , (187)
Kα;βK
β = 0 , (188)
where Kα ≡ θ,α. Being Kα a null vetor, gravitational waves propagate at the veloity of
light.
C Blak holes
Sine gravity ouples to energy-momentum it aets not only the motion of massive par-
tiles, but also of light. In the presene of a gravitational eld, light does not follow a
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retilinear motion, but it moves along the null geodesis (173) of the urved spaetime.
The deetion aused by the gravitational eld on the motion of light is very small in
"weak" gravitational eld like the one of our Solar System. However, there are astro-
physial systems where this deetion is so strong that light annot esape from some
ompat region of spae that beomes ausally disonneted from the rest of the Universe.
This region is alled blak hole, the most spetaular onsequene of Einstein's General
Relativity. In a blak hole, the gravitational eld is so strong that light is dragged bak
instead of esaping from it.
9
The simplest example of a blak hole is the one based on the
Shwarzshild solution to the Einstein equations. This is the unique solution of vauum
Einstein Eqs. (172) under the hypothesis of spherial symmetry (aording to the Birkho
theorem [64℄).
In the so-alled Shwarzshild oordinates the line element reads
ds2 = −(1− 2M/r)dt2 + (1− 2M/r)−1dr2 + r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdϕ2) . (189)
This metri desribes the gravitational eld of a spherial body of mass M . It is asymp-
totially at (i.e. gµν → ηµν for r →∞) and has the orret Newtonian limit. The metri
presents singularities at r = 2M and r = 0. The latter is a urvature singularity (i.e.
the invariants onstruted from the Riemann tensor diverge), whih signals a breakdown
of the theory there. On the other hand, the singularity at r = 2M is just an artifat of
the oordinates system used and an be eliminated by a oordinate transformation. For
example, using the advaned or ingoing Eddington-Finkelstein oordinate [65℄
v = t+ r∗ , (190)
where r∗ =
∫
dr
(1−2M/r) = r+2M ln |r/2M − 1|, the Shwarzshild line element an be put
in the following form
ds2 = −(1− 2M/r)dv2 + 2dvdr + r2dΩ2 , (191)
where dΩ2 = dθ2 + sin2 θdϕ2 is the line element of a unit two-dimensional sphere.
Due to the ross term drdv in these oordinates the surfae r = 2M is regular. It is a
null surfae with speial properties, as we shall see in short. The radial null geodesis
(θ = const., ϕ = const.) of the metri (191) are found by setting ds2 = 0; one nds
v = const. , (192)
whih desribe the motion of ingoing spherial light fronts, and
dr
dv
=
1
2
(1− 2M/r) (193)
for outgoing light. A plot of both families of geodesis is given in Fig. 5. Ingoing ones are
depited as straight lines.
Inspetion of Eq. (193) learly indiates that outgoing rays manage to move outwards
9
Sine nothing an propagate faster than light, the same thing happens to any matter
eld.
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Event
horizon
v = constant
r
r=0
Singularity
r=2m
Figure 5: Diagram representing the radial geodesis tangent to the light ones
in the spaetime of a Shwarzshild blak hole. On the vertial axis we have
inreasing times, while on the orizontal one we have the radial oordinate
r (two angular oordinates have been negleted). In r = 0 there is the
urvature singularity, while the horizon is loated at r = 2M . The region
r < 2M is the gravitational blak hole. The light ones are inreasingly
distorted when approahing the horizon. One the horizon is rossed, they
all point towards the singularity. This shows why nothing an ever esape
from the blak hole (see also Fig. 6).
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only for r > 2M (for whih dr
dv
> 0), whereas, for r < 2M , they move inwards ( dr
dv
< 0)!
For r = 2M they are stuk there forever.
Therefore, light and any matter eld annot esape from the region r < 2M , whih
represents the blak hole. The boundary of this region (i.e. r = 2M) is the horizon,
whih an be rossed only from outside to inside. The spaetime given by the line element
in (191), and whose struture is depited in Fig. 5, desribes, aording to relativisti
astrophysis, the gravitational eld exterior to a suiently massive spherial star (M
>∼
3Msun) at the end of its thermonulear evolution, when the internal pressure is no longer
able to prevent the star ollapsing beause of its own gravity [66℄. Then the star undergoes
a atastrophi gravitational ollapse that leads to the formation of a blak hole, as shown
shematially in Fig. 6. Here, also the ausal light ones, whose generators are the null
geodesis (192, 193), are depited. For r < 2M light, and therefore any kind of matter,
is fored to move inwards towards the singularity. Hene, one the star surfae rosses
the horizon, it beomes disonneted with respet to the rest of the Universe. After this,
informations on the star annot any longer be retrieved by observers safely outside the
horizon. The only information left about the star struture is its gravitational mass M ,
whih is also the only parameter in the line element (191) [67℄. This is the so alled no-hair
theorem [3℄.
In pratie signals from the surfae of the star disappear before the formation of the
horizon. Let one onsider the emission of radiation with frequeny ν0 with respet to the
free falling frame. If the emission ours at some point with oordinate r (r > 2M), then
the frequeny ν∞ measured at r ≫ 2M is
ν∞ = ν0(1− 2M
r
) . (194)
This is a manifestation of the redshift suered by radiation limbing the gravitational eld
of the star. For r → 2M , ν∞ → 0 exponentially, namely
ν∞ ∼ ν0e−ku , (195)
where u is a retarded time dened as
u = v − 2r∗ = t− r∗ (196)
whih is onstant along outgoing radial null geodesis (see Eq. (193)): u→∞ as r → 2M .
k is the so-alled surfae gravity at the blak hole horizon. For a Shwarzshild blak hole
k =
1
4M
. (197)
The surfae gravity measures the strength of the exponential fallo. It is formally dened
through the formula [35℄
(χνχν);µ = −2kχµ , (198)
where χµ = ( ∂
∂t
)µ is the timelike Killing vetor eld whose norm vanishes at the horizon.
This quantity, as we have seen, plays a entral role in quantum eets.
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Collapsing
Star
Singularity
Surface of the starpolar coordinates
Origin of 
t
Event
horizon
r<2M r>2M
Figure 6: Representation of light ones outside a ollapsing star (shaded
region) forming a blak hole. Before the horizon formation, and far away
from the star surfae, the light ones are only slightly distorted. After the
horizon formation, the regions r > 2M and r < 2M (the blak hole) are
ausally disonneted: no signal from the r < 2M region an ever reah the
outer region.
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The so-alled Painlevé-Gullstrand oordinates [68℄ (see the more reent [69℄) provide an-
other regular oordinate system aross the future horizon. Moreover they naturally appear
in the desription of aousti blak holes. In ingoing Painlevé-Gullstrand oordinates, the
line element reads
ds2 = −
(
1− 2m
r
)
dt2 +
√
2M
r
drdt+ dr2 + r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2) . (199)
The Painlevé-Gullstrand oordinates are related to the usual Shwarzshild oordinates
by the transformation
dtPG = dtS +
√
2M/r
1− 2M/r dr . (200)
This is dened in a oordinate path that overs the asymptoti region (r →∞) together
with the region ontaining the future horizon and the blak hole singularity.
The Painlevé-Gullstrand line element exhibits some speial features. For instane, the
onstant time spatial slies are at, with zero urvature. The spaetime urvature of the
Shwarzshild geometry is enoded into the time-time and time-spae omponents of the
metri.
As we have seen, spherially symmetri vauum (i.e. satisfying Rµν = 0) blak holes
are haraterized by the gravitational mass M only. However, there also exist harged
blak holes, haraterized, in addition, by an Abelian harge Q (whih an be either
eletri or magneti). These are solutions of the full Einstein equations (168) in whih
the soure (i.e. Tµν) is the stress energy tensor for the eletromagneti eld. Usually the
latter is expressed in terms of the four- potential Aµ
Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ , (201)
and satises the urved version of the Maxwell equations
Fµν ;ν = 0 , (202)
whereas the gravitational eld is obtained by solving
Rµν − 1
2
Rgµν = 8π(FµσF
σ
ν − gµν4 FρσF
ρσ) . (203)
These ombined Einstein-Maxwell equations admit a unique solution with spherial sym-
metry, namely the Reissner-Nordström [70℄, with line element
ds2 = −(1− 2M/r +Q2/r2)dt2 + (1− 2M/r +Q2/r2)−1dr2 + r2dΩ2 , (204)
while the only non-vanishing omponent of the Maxwell tensor is
Frt =
Q
4πr2
, (205)
for the eletri ase (radial eletri eld), or
Fθϕ =
Q
4πr2
, (206)
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in the magneti ase (radial magneti eld). Eqs. (204, 206) desribe the gravitational
and eletromagneti elds respetively outside a spherial body of harge Q and mass
M . For M > |Q|, the Reissner-Nordström metri Eq. (204), besides the usual urvature
singularity at r = 0, has two oordinate singularities at
r± = M ±
√
M2 −Q2 . (207)
The singularities at r± oinide whenM = |Q|, while no oordinates singularity is present
for M < |Q|.
As before, these oordinate singularities are not physial, they are artifats of the oor-
dinates system and the spaetime metri an be regularly extended aross them. When
M > |Q| the solution desribes a blak hole with horizon loated at r+. For r− < r < r+
light and matter are fored to move inwards. However, as the inner horizon r− is rossed,
geodesis an avoid the urvature singularity (r = 0) as they boune bak and propagate
towards an asymptotially at region, whih is dierent from the one in whih they have
been generated [64℄. The boune is aused by the eletromagneti ontribution, namely
the Q2/r2 term present in the omponents of the metri, whih auses the gravitational
eld to be repulsive at small values of r.
The horizon at r+ is an innite redshift surfae haraterized by a surfae gravity
krn =
√
M2 −Q2
r2+
. (208)
The inner horizon r− is an innite blueshift surfae, whih, unlike the event horizon at
r+, is unstable against perturbations . The innite blueshift auses perturbations to grow
and develop a urvature singularity whih prevents any ontinuation aross r−. This
phenomenon is alled mass ination [71℄.
For M = |Q|, the two roots of Eq. (207) oinide and one has a so-alled extremal blak
hole with a unique horizon at
rh = M , (209)
haraterized by vanishing surfae gravity.
Finally, the Reissner-Nordström solution forM < |Q| has no horizons hiding the urvature
singularity at r = 0. It desribes a so-alled "naked singularity". The osmi ensorship
hypothesis forbids the formation of suh an objet starting from smooth initial onditions.
However, no expliit proof of this onjeture proposed by Penrose in 1969 [72℄ is known
yet.
D The bakreation in gravitational blak holes
Spaetime urvature has a non trivial eet on quantum elds propagating on it, induing
vauum polarization and partiles reation. In the mean, these are desribed by the
quantum expetation values 〈Tµν〉 of the stress energy tensor operator for quantum matter
and gauge elds. In priniple, 〈Tµν〉 also ontain the one-loop gravitons ontribution,
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whih is the expetation value of the quantum version of the stress tensor for gravitational
waves T gwµν disussed in Appendix B (see Eq. (182)).
Sine gravity ouples to the energy momentum tensor, it is lear that the spaetime
geometry (i.e. the gravitational eld) will be aeted by the presene of quantum matter
elds.
The seular part of the bakreation of quantum elds on the spaetime geometry is
desribed by the semilassial Einstein equations
Rµν − 1
2
Rgµν = 8π〈Tµν〉 , (210)
where the r.h.s. should be omputed, in the ase of our interest, for an arbitrary spherially
symmetri blak hole geometry. The atual blak hole metri is obtained by solving Eqs.
(210) self onsistently for gµν . Up to now the expliit form of 〈Tµν(g)〉 is not known in
four dimensions; this makes it impossible to solve Eqs. (210).
Taking into aount the vauum ontribution of the quantum matter elds, Shwarzshild
spaetime is not a solution of the semilassial equations (210) being the l.h.s. identially
zero whereas 〈Tµν(gschw)〉 6= 0 (see for instane the analytial approximations developed
in [53, 73℄).
A blak hole dressed by the quantum ontribution of the energy momentum tensor an
be properly desribed by the metri [74, 75℄
ds2 = −e2ψ(r,v)(1− 2m(v, r)/r)dv2 + 2eψ(r,v)dvdr + r2dΩ2 , (211)
where the funtions ψ and m are determined by Eqs. (210), namely
∂m
∂r
= 4πr2〈T vv〉 ,
∂m
∂v
= 4πr2〈T rv〉 ,
∂ψ
∂r
= 4πr〈Trr〉 = 4πreψ〈T vr〉 . (212)
To desribe an evaporating blak hole, the expetation values on the r.h.s. of Eqs. (212)
are to be taken in the in vauum state. (A numerial integration of these equations has
been arried out in [76℄. It gives the entire spae-time from the ollapse till the end
of the evaporation proess. To obtain a losed set of equations, the mean ux 〈Tµν〉
has been taken to be that of a two-dimensional eld divided by 4πr2. An analyti self-
onsistent alulation of the same ux has been performed in [77℄ in the adiabati regime
dM/dv ≪M2. It onrms that the alulation of the Bogoliubov oeients made in the
stati geometry oers a good approximation as long as the above adiabati ondition is
satised.)
The apparent horizon of an evaporating blak hole is given by
rh = r(v, r = 2m) ≡ 2M(v) . (213)
Near this horizon the leading behavior of 〈Tµν〉 represents an ingoing ux of negative
energy radiation going down the hole [78℄.
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For r ∼ rh the evaporating blak hole metri (211) an be therefore approximated as an
ingoing Vaidya metri
ds2 = −(1− 2M(v)/r)dv2 + 2dvdr + r2dΩ2 (214)
and the relevant bakreation equation reads
dM
dv
= 4πr2〈T rv〉 (215)
giving the rate at whih the horizon shrinks in size. By energy onservation, at innity
this should equal the luminosity L radiated by the hole. In the ase of thermal radiation,
L ∼ AT 4, where A is roughly the horizon area.
For a Shwarzshild blak hole of mass M0, this yields
L ∼ AT 4H ∼M20 k4 ∼ 1/M20 . (216)
Extrapolating this result in the ase of slow variation, one expets the mass loss of the
system at innity to be given by
dM
dt
∼ − 1
M2
. (217)
As the mass dereases beause of Hawking radiation the proess aelerates leading to a
time sale for the omplete evaporation as
t ∼M30 . (218)
For blak holes with a onserved harge (Reissner-Nordström) the evolution appears quite
dierent.
Arguments similar to the one given for a Shwarzshild blak hole lead to approximate the
harged evaporating blak hole metri near the horizon with a harged inoming Vaidya
metri
ds2 = −(1− 2M(v)/r +Q2/r2)dv2 + 2dvdr + r2dΩ2 . (219)
The asymptoti mass loss is, as before, expeted to be
dM
dt
∼ −AT 4H ∼ −r2+k4rn (220)
where krn and r+ are given, respetively, in Eqs. (208) and (207). Suppose one starts from
a blak hole with M ≫ |Q|. The Hawking temperature inreases as the hole looses mass,
like in the Shwarzshild ase. However, when M drops to 2√
3
|Q| one enters a ompletely
dierent regime in whih krn and hene TH derease as the mass goes down, approahing
zero when M = |Q|. So the end state of Hawking evaporation for a blak hole with a
onserved U(1) harge is an extremal blak hole, whih is reahed asymptotially in time
as one an see as follows. For a near extremal blak hole (M
>∼ |Q|) we an write
dM
dt
∼ −AT 4H ∼ −M2 (M − |Q|)
2M2
M8
. (221)
Integration gives
t ∼ 1
M − |Q| . (222)
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E Quantum stress tensor and vauum states in 2
dimensions
In order to onsider bakreation eets due to Hawking radiation in aousti blak holes
we need to onstrut the quantum stress 〈Tµν〉 of the phonons (salar) elds ψ1. Starting
with the ation (21), we onsider the near-horizon approximation whih is equivalent to
have a free salar eld propagating in the two-dimensional radial part of the spaetime
metri. Our redued salar eld is then desribed by the lassial ation
S = −1
2
∫
d2x
√−g(∇φ)2 (223)
with stress tensor
Tµν = − 2√−g
δS
δgµν
= ∂µφ∂νφ− 1
2
gµν(∇φ)2 . (224)
The traelessness property T µµ = 0 is a onsequene of the onformal invariane of the las-
sial ation, whereas the onservation ∇µTµν = 0 derives from dieomorphism invariane.
Unfortunately these two properties annot hold simultaneously in the quantum theory
(see for instane [36, 56℄). If, as usual, we hoose to maintain the latter the ovariant
quantum stress tensor for the salar elds aquires an anomalous trae whih is entirely
geometrial and state independent
〈T µµ 〉 = ~R24π , (225)
where R is the Rii salar. Choosing a onformal frame for the 2d metri
ds2 = −Cdx+dx− = e2ρdx+dx− , (226)
Eq. (225) is translated into
〈T+−〉 = − ~
12π
∂+∂−ρ . (227)
The remaining omponents 〈T±±〉 an be (almost ompletely) determined by imposing
the onservation equations
∂∓〈T±±〉+ ∂±〈T+−〉 − 2∂±ρ〈T+−〉 = 0 . (228)
The result is
〈T±±〉 = − ~
12π
C1/2(C−1/2),±± + t±(x
±). (229)
The ambiguity that remains are the two arbitrary funtions t±(x±), whih enode the
information about the quantum state in whih the expetation values are taken.
In a generi onformal oordinate system x± (Eq. (226)) we an dene a quantization
assoiated to the hoie of the positive frequeny modes
(4πw)−1/2e−iwx
+
, (4πw)−1/2e−iwx
−
. (230)
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Then, if we hoose the state | 〉 to be the vauum state with respet to the modes (230)
(usually denoted as |x±〉) the funtions t± vanish and we get
〈x±|T±±(x±)|x±〉 = − ~
12π
(∂±ρ∂±ρ− ∂2±ρ) . (231)
Moreover, a hange of vauum state |x±〉 → |x˜±〉 produes a hange in the expetation
values of the T±±(x±) omponents of the stress tensor of the form
〈x˜±|T±±|x˜±〉 = 〈x±|T±±|x±〉 − ~
24π
{x˜±, x±} , (232)
where {x˜±, x±} is the Shwarzian derivative
{x˜±, x±} = d
3x˜±
dx±3
/
dx˜±
dx±
− 3
2
(
d2x˜±
dx±2
/
dx˜±
dx±
)2
. (233)
For an aousti geometry ds2 = − ρ(c2−v2)
c3
dx+dx−, where
x+ = c
(
t+
∫
dz
c− v
)
, (234)
x− = c
(
t−
∫
dz
c+ v
)
, (235)
ingoing modes are positive frequeny with respet to t, whereas near the horizon outgoing
modes are positive frequeny with respet to X− = −κ−1e−κx− . So, evaluating the
Shwarzian derivative, we have t+ = 0, t− = ~κ
2
48π
and the stress tensor reads [21℄
〈T++〉 = − ~
12π
c2 − v2
4c4
[(
−ρ
′′
2ρ
+
3ρ′2
4ρ2
)
(c2 − v2) + v′2 + vv′′ + (vv
′)2
c2 − v2
]
, (236)
〈T−−〉 = 〈T++〉+ ~κ
2
48π
, (237)
〈T 〉 = − ~
24πρc
[(
ρ′′
ρ
− ρ
′2
ρ2
)
(c2 − v2)−
(
2vv′ρ′
ρ
+ 2v′2 + 2vv′′
)]
. (238)
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